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Attempting to involve the fans in the
cheering process, Allison Hubbard and
Jon Garnes take to the stands. Photo by
Keef Jones.

Cheering for his team. This Herd fan
didn't let the disappointing Homecoming
score dampen his spirits. Photo by Keef
Jones.
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THUNDER
R 0 L L s
The 1992-93 school year
began in late August,
rousing s tu den ts from
sleep-filled days and
activity-filled nights.
President J. Wade Gilley
continued his spree of budget cuts, effecting the
Yeager Scholars
Program, the forensics
union and other campus
organizations. Controversy
clouded campus after The
Parthenon editors decided
to print the name of a rape
victim and some unsavory
quotes from Dr. Gilley.
Herd fans welcomed the
Division 1-AA National
Football Championship in
December. A new student
identification-meal ticketactivity card was implemented by the beginning of
the spring semester. All in
all, students stood united
in lightning, thunder and
rain.
Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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LIGHTNING
STUDENT LIFE

~the semester got under way, thoughts turned
from Greek rush and football games to
classwork and election results. Hillary Clinton,
Pat Robertson and Oliver North paid visits to
campus to campaign for their Candidates. Controversy ran Rampant in the offices of The
Parthenon and chambers of the Faculty Senate
following President Gnley's decision to dissolve the Student Board ofPublications. Falling
leaves littered campus as flowers bloomed During November's Indian Summer. Students began to Dread finals and look forward to the
week-long Thanksgiving break and Christmas
.
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holidays.
Performing in the Department of Music's rendition of Noye's Fludde are Michelle Jarvis,
Huntington sophomore; Jan Coffindaffer, Colorado freshman ; Kristen Evans, St. Albans
sophomore; and , Dana Davis, Oak Hill graduate student. Photo by Brett Hall.

Participating in the
Black Awareness
Week talent show ,
Donita Pepper clowns
around with the audience. Photo by Brett
Hall.
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Waving to keep warm , members of campus fraternites and sororities participate in the homecoming
parade. Greeks united in freezing temperatures to take part in the event. Photo by Brett Hall.

Homecoming week
arrived before students
realized it was here and
Campus Entertainment
Unlimited made sure that
students kept busy.
After choosing the
theme "A Signature of
Style," committee mem-
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bers planned a week
with something for
everyone.
The activities began on
Monday with the premiere of Beauty and the
Beast at 4 : 1Sp.m . in
Marcos. The animated
love story was shown

again that evening followed by Father of the
Bride.
Monday proved to be
an eventful day with the
annual fashion show
featuring queen and Mr.
Marshall hopefuls and
court contestants.

Cheering and waving to the
crowd , TKE fraternity members and their AU friends
float down the street. Photo
by Brett Hall.

Showing their style, members of the Holderby and
Hodges Hall float committees combined their creative
abilities in an effort to create
a winning float. Photo by
Bret Hall.

Waving to well-wishers with
their matching Marshall
green gloves , Senior
attendents Angie Bell and
Tonya Farley show their
team spirit. Photo by Brett
Hall.

Layout & Design by
Candy Vincent
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Strutting her stuff, sophomore court candidate Penny Coppen breezes down the
runway. Photo by Brett Hall.

Flash ing her pearly whites, queen contestant Tonya Farley mesmerizes the audience. Photo by Brett Hall.
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As students turned out
for the national election ,
they also were encouraged to vote for court
members in the Memorial Student Center and
Twin Towers West lobby.
A cake giveaway was
sponsored that afternoon
on the plaza.
Not even the rain
could stop Thursday's
block party which was
scheduled to take place
behind Hodges Hall.
When weather condi tions moved the party to
the Don Morris Room ,
the festivities continued
as planned. The party
included student organization booths, games
and free food. Disc
jockey Keith Ridgeway
and comedienne Mary

Ellen Hooper provided
music and laughter
while students provided
thier own entertainment
with the help of the
Karaoke machine. The
Office of Student Affairs
sponsored the World 's
Largest Sundae.
Students braved the
falling temperatures Friday to
see floats, banners and the
marching
band and to
cheer on court
contestants in
Friday evening's
parade. With signs
of an early winter
in the air, the
bonfire following
the parade was a
welcomed event.

Smiling while emceeing the Homecoming Fashion
Show, Melinda Foster doesn't look a bit nervous. Foster
was the 1992 Homecoming Queen . Photo by Brett Hall.

Pacing his gait, senior Keith Sarver tries for Mr. Marshall. Photo by Brett Hall.
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Cheering for the Herd is what they do best on Saturdays. Photo by
Keef Jones.

Waving his towel for the team , Dwayne Woods stirs up excitement
Photo by Keef Jones.

Wayne 's World was
shown after the bonfire
on the intramural field in
stead of usual The Rocky
Horror Picture Show.
Things then cooled off
as the football team
suffered a 37-34 loss to
Appalachian State in the
final play of the game.
During halftime, Bethel

10Homecoming

Almeyhu , an international student from
Ethiopia, was announced
homecoming queen and
Kip Main , Lawrenceburg,
IN, senior, was honored
as Mr. Marshall
Saturday's semi-formal
dance was held at the
Radisson Hotel in the
Hunter's Run Lounge at
9 p .m-1 a.m. Tickets

were $3 single and $5 a
couple.
As the dance came to
an end, so did homecoming events. Things
went back to normal;
students found other
things to occupy their
time without problem
and homecoming 1992
became just a memory.
By Candy Vincent

Getting a pep talk, Byron Litton refuses to get
discouraged. Photo by Keef Jones.

Participating in the Thunder Clap seems to be
big with these Herd fans . Photo by Keef Jones.

Layout & Design by
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T ai I gat i n g
it's fun,
it's economical and
it's part of college life
Please see related story, page 14.

Layout & Design by
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Homecoming:
A photographic retrospect
Tailgating from page 13.
Marshall's new football stadium inherited a tradition
from the Fairfield Stadium site.
Tailgating was as popular as ever with students,
alumni and Huntington area residents as a sea of green
and white surrounded the stadium. Tents were set up
on the intramural field and fans crowded into nearby
parking lots, businesses and student apartments before
each game.
For some, tailgating was the best part of football
season.
"My friends and I always go tailgating," said Jamie
Osburn, Huntington resident. " We had more fun than
at the games."
Tailgating at the new stadium was more spread out
than in previous years. But Melissa Martin, Spencer
senior, said she liked the change.
"I like it because it's not so crowded ," Martin added.

Going for the gold, DL Rickie Carter breaks away with the ball.
Photo by Keef Jones.

Dueling mascots Marco and (Appy State) The Mountaineer steal
the show. Photo by Keef Jones.

14Homecoming

"I think there is more variety and more to do now too."
Many campus organizations set up tailgating tents.
Katie Eakle, Summersville sophomore, visited the MU
Alumni Association's tent before the Homecoming
game.
"It really was great because I got to talk to a lot of
Marshall alumni," she said.
However, some longed for the closeness of Prindle
Field. Kellie Dunlap, Charleston graduate student, said
she missed the old field.
"It was crowded, but it was so much easier to see
everyone. We're so spread out now it is impossible to
see all of your friends or make it to all the tailgating
parties."
Regardless of location, tailgating is a tradition that
appears destined to last.
By Serena Cline

Avoiding the Appy State defense , Michael Payton
heads down the field. Photo
by Brett Hall.

Arguing with the referees-what football game would
be complete without an exchange between players
and the refs? Photo by Brett
Hall.

Homecoming15

Homecoming
Court

Striking a pose, the 1992
Homecoming Court smiles
for the cameras. Photo by
Brett Hall.

Trying to stay warm at the
bonfire, 1992 attendants
and · ' 91 Homecoming
Queen Melinda Foster
huddle together. Photo by
Brett Hall.
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Soaring spirits were
dampened Sat.,
Nov.7, at
Homecoming when
the Herd was
defeated 37-34 by
Appalachian State.

the game
1991 Homecoming Queen Melinda Foster crowns Bethel
Allemayehu , Ethiopian exchange student, the 1992 queen.
Allemayehu was escorted by her brother, Delage. Photo by Brett
Hall.

Homecoming
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Dancing at Homecoming seemed a popular energy booster. Lynn
Dawson , Tarika Eanes, Kim Brown , Kim Hall and Monica Martin enjoy
themselves. Photo by Brett Hall.
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October t 2 through t 6 was set
aside on Marshall's campus for Black
Awareness Week.
Blad< Awareness Week is an
annual event to bring about a better
understanding of the role of the
black students on campus and to
celebrate the strides that have been
made over the years by all black
people.
Several different events throughout the week helped to spark the
interest of not only students but
members of the Huntington com-

Performing Aretha Franklin's hit "Respect" during the Black Awareness
Week Talent Show are Donita Pepper,
NormaTruluckandTayaMcGee. Photo
by Brett Hall.

munity as well.
Donal Leace, a black recording
artist, formerly of Huntington, came
to Marshall October t 3 to share his
talent. He sang several of his older
songs and some from his new
album, Leace on Life. Many people
from outside the university attended
the concert to listen to the Huntington native.
A talent night was held in Marco's
October t 4 with several students
performing. Many people agreed
that the talent night was one of the

most entertaining events.
The movie, juice, was shown
October 15.
juice depicts the life of a black
disc jockey scorned by the society in
which he lives. He eventually earns
the respect he feels he is due.
However, the events were poorly
attended. But everyone involved in
the planning of Black Awareness
Week was optimistic that attendance will increase in the years to
come.
By Shea Butler

Layout and design by
Emilie D. Burch
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Experiencing
American culture
at Marshall
Students making a trip to the
mall may be a common experience. Yet for international students, participating in this American
pastime was part of
their orientation before
coming to college in
the States.
"Orientation for
international students is
somewhat different than
the regular orientation," Rima
Farhat, co-interim coordinator of
the International Students &..
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Scholars Program, said.
Farhat said this year's orientation
began at 9 a.m. and
continued late into the
evening. Orientation was
held before classes began.
After students learned
how to select their
courses and register for
classes, the 22 participants made an excursion
to the Huntington Mall.
Farhat said a representative from
the Twentieth Street Bank came to
discuss currency, the transfer of

money, and opening American bank
accounts with the newcomers.
Although customs are different
everywhere, Farhat said, the students were required to purchase
health insurance. Students also
received informational packets abou1
Huntington and the United States;
West Virginia maps; lists of restaurants and hotels and TIA bus schedules.
Farhat said a representative from
the Social Security office spoke with
students as well. The representative
instructed the students as to how
they should fill out an application to
receive a Social Security number.
"An international student must be
enrolled as a full-time student for at
least a year before (s)he can apply
for a job off campus," Farhat said.
''The student can't work more than
20 hours during school. During
vacations a student is allowed to
work 40 hours."
In adherence to university policy,
international students are to be
registered for full-time loads each
semester. Farhat said that exceptions are made for health or communication reasons.
Does a full-time schedule prohibit
foreign students from having as
much fun as American students?
Nope, international students have
as much time to shop, party and
hang out.
Jamie Taylor, a junior from
Nottingham, England and Richard
Saltmarsh, a junior from London,
were amazed at the lower prices in
America.
"In England a bottle of Budweiser
beer would cost about twice as
much as it does here," Taylor said.
"Pitchers of beer are $8 in London."
However, Taylor added, the only

Glancing up from her plate of goodies
at the International Thanksgiving ,
Ethiopian senior Bethel Alemayhu
caught the photographer off guard.
Photo by John Baldwin.

Standing in the lobby of Holderby
Hall , international students Bev
Durrant and Richard Saltmarsh talk
with a Pennsylvania exchange student. Photo by Carol Malcom.

thing that is more expensive in
America is medicare. "In England
medicare is paid for when you pay
your taxes."
When asked to describe his first
night in America, Taylor grinned. He
began his tale by stating that he

arrived at the Tri-State Airport a day
late: The person who was to meet
him had forgotten, and Taylor
wound up being befriended by
someone at the airport. Taylor's
new-found friend's aunt took him to
the Huntington Holiday Inn. At 3

a.m., Taylor walked to campus in
an effort to find anybody that
might know where he was to
check in. Taylor's mission was
hopeless; so, the next morning he
returned to campus. The rest is
history.
Do the students from Britain
miss the traditions common

Story continues on next page-
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Rima Farhat

"Each student has to pay out of state tuition and has to
have his own [financial] support. After being enrolled at
Marshall for one year, a student can apply for a grant. The
grant is up to half of a tuition waiver."
From page 21
throughout their homeland?
Perhaps, but Saltmarsh misses the
fashion.
"In London there are many more
styles. The dress is somewhat
similar, but no one dresses up here."
In Saltmarsh's opinion, America is
behind the times in the fashion
world .
What else should prospective
international students consider
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before they come to Marshall to
study?
"Each student has to pay out of
state tuition and has to have his own
[financial] support," Farhat said.
"After being enrolled at Marshall for
one year, a student can apply for a
grant. The grant is up to half of a
tuition waiver. "
These grants make or break many
students. Only eight to t 0 are
awarded each year. Competition for

Taking the afternoon off to cheer on the
Herd . James Hone, Victoria Boulton,
Brian Pemberton , Amjad Kahn , Adrian
Mather, Richard Saltmarsh , Morton Bell,
Dax Hancock and Bev Durrant enjoy
themselves on a brisk October day.
Photo by Carol Malcom.

ntemational students get
the best of both worlds.
They are able to partalze in
their own customs in
addition to ours. Traveling
enables them to broaden their
horizons and experience
grants is stiff. Grants are awarded on
the basis of grades and participation
in multi-cultural activities. Students
must also demonstrate why they
need a grant, Farhat said.
The International Students &...
Scholars program sponsors activities
such as dinners and trips away from
campus to allow international students to mingle with their Americans counterparts. Anyone interested may attend, Farhat said.
'That's the purpose of coming to
America - to interact with each
other."
Planned events include
expidetitions to Carter Caves and
white water rafting.
On Halloween, the International
Club sponsored a costume party at
the downtown Holiday Inn. Prizes

were given for funniest, scariest and
most original costumes.
The students also had an International Thanksgiving in the Campus
Christian Center.
Farhat said an event such as this
allowed students to become acquainted with each other's customs.
"Music from all the different
countries was played at the International Thanksgiving," Farhat said.
"Each student was encouraged to
bring a traditional meal and wear
traditional clothing from their country."
By Ashley E. Day

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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The Fine and Performing Arts Center's grand
opemng
. ... a gala event.'
Please see related story, page 30.

Playing to the crowd , community actors
and actresses entertain the guests before the gala opening begins. Photo by
Rick Haye.
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The red carpet
was rolled out at
long last for the
September
opening of the
new theater and
instructional
building.

Demonstrating his juggling skill , theater
major Randy Hicks also entertained
guests. Photo by Rick Haye.

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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t started by meeting with
theatrical, dance and
music agents. It resulted
in one of the largest
performing arts series in
the state.
The Marshall Artist Series was
responsible for bringing a variety
of entertainment to both students
and the community.
According to Celeste Nunley,
artist series director, selecting
acts began with meetings with
agents to discuss availability and
negotiate cost. This was fol lowed by a judgment of the
types of acts popular in past
series. After the negotiating and
decisions had been completed,
artists were signed to perform
throughout the year.
Cultural events in music, dance,
comedy, and acting were booked
and divided into four divisions.
The Baxter Series began with
the 21-year-old classical violinist
Midori.
San Francisco's Western Opera
performed La Boheme, which
contained the music of Puccini.
Works by Mozart, Respighis,
and Tchaikovsky highlighted the
performance of the Vienna
Chamber Orchestra and conductor Philippe Entremont.
The Baxter series concluded
with a rendition of Tommy Tune's
Tony award-winning musical
about the 1920's, Grand Hotel.
Laughter sparked the Mount
Series as syndicated columnist
and political comedian Mark
Russell filled the Keith-Albee
Theater with songs and oneliners.
The Buddy Holly Story gave a
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Broadway tribute to the life of
Buddy Holly and the Crickets.
Academy Award Winner Peabo
Bryson offered a night of romantic
ballads, singing his award winner
"Beauty and the Beast" along with
his hits "If Ever Your in My Arms
Again ", ''Tonight I Celebrate My
Love" , and " What You Won't Do
for Love."
The Ballet Theater of Pennsylvania provided the closing show of

Story continues on Page 28

The Artist Series enlisted Peabo
Bryson, acting troupes, Midori and
Marlz Russell to brighten the lives
of students.

Expressing his torment, Rodolfo confides in his friend Marcello that Mimi, his
girlfriend, is dying. From Act Ill of the
Western Opera Theater's 1992-93 National Tour - Puccini 's La Boheme.
Photo by Larry Merkle, courtesy of the
Artist Series.

Coming to terms with the fact that Bush's
defeat may end his influx of material, political
humorist Mark Russell makes an appearance at the Keith-Albee in September.
Photo courtesy of the Artist Series.

Performing onstage at the Keith-Albee in The Buddy Holly Story, "Buddy" gives students
insight into the tunes of the '50s. Holly died in a tragic plane crash that also took the lives
of The Big Bopper and Richie Valens . Photo courtesy of Mainstage Management
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Continued from Page 26
the Mount Series with a theatrical
version of the story of Robin
Hood.
Blues guitarist and singer Larry
McCray opened both the Belanger
Series and the Hindsley Series
with his urban style blues.
just in time for Christmas the
Belanger Series offered the holiday
musical classic Babes in Toy/and,
and the Hindsley Series captured
the quincenturian of Columbus's
discovery with the play Columbus.

28
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The Hindsley series concluded
with favorites from the past as the
Beatles were recreated in "Yesterday: A Tribute to the Beatles" and
"The Complete Shakespeare,
Abridged " was performed .
As one of the oldest town-and gown companies in the country
and with such a variety of impressive acts, it is no wonder that, as
Nunley said , "The Marshall Artist
Series is a national model of how
to perform a town and gown
series. "
By Candy Vincent

Performing once again at the Keith Albee was violinist and music prodigy,
Midori. Photo courtesy of ICM Artists.

Singing to a packed theater, Peabo
Bryson appeared at the Keith-Albee in
November. Photo by E.J. Camp.

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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the concept of individuality
finally became reality for
those involved with the
college of fine arts
The long-awaited and much
anticipated Fine and Perfoming Arts
Center finally became a reality in
1992. Well , the first phase anyway.
Of the three proposed phases of
the project, the most expensive
was the first to be completed. This
phase consisted of the Joan C.
Edwards Playhouse, which was
named for local benefactor, Joan
Edwards, who donated $1 m illion
to the center in July.
A grand-opening gala October 3,
which raised $130,000, will support
future programs in the arts at
Marshall, according to A. Michael
Perry, gala co-chairperson. However, the money for the last two
stages was not available and its
availability was unforeseeable,
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according to Dr. Paul A. Balshaw,
Fine Arts dean.
Phase two of the project includes
College of Fine Arts offices, Department of Theater offices and
academic space, a lecture hall and
concert hall, Balshaw said. Upon
completion of the last two phases,
the new facility could be named
after the person donating the most
money, said Dr. K. Edward
Grose.vice president for administration.
An estimated 400 art, theater and
music students will benefit from the
completed facilities. Sixty theater
majors were the first to utilize the
first phase.
Meanwhile, music students were

Continues on Page 32

Hunting may not be so bad afterall, as
Tommy and Fiona prove by falling in love
in the university production of Brigadoon.
Philip Wilcox, Chesapeake, Ohio senior,
and April Mayes, Huntington senior, portray Tommy and Fiona. Photo by Brett
Hall.
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"Alas, poor Yorick, I knew him well,
Horatio," - Hamlet. This colorful and
symbolic tapestry became the center's
trademark. Photo by Rick Haye.

Giving it their all, the Wheeling Symphony Orchestra is led by conductor
Rachel Worby during the grand opening
ceremony. Photo by Rick Haye.

Mingling was a predominant activity of
those who could afford the grand opening. Tickets to the gala were priced out of
the means of most students. Photo by
Rick Haye.
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The new
building
greets visitors
warmly with
its inviting
lights.
The modem
design adds to
the campus
and distracts
passersby
from the
dreariness of
the
residence
halls.
32 Student Life

From page 30
upset with the arrangement in the
fall. They said they needed small,
yet vital, things like chairs and music
stands.
The profit made from the $ t 25 to
$500 tickets sold for the gala opening went unfelt by many of the
students.
But, that was unimportant for one
special night - the night when
some of the most prominent people
from West Virginia and the tri-state

area were greeted by theater students dressed in Shakespearean
costumes and guided on t 5-minute
tours. This led to the highlight of the
evening, the Wheeling Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Maestra
Rachael Worby.
Finally, the picture on the cover of
the '88- '89 Student Handbook,
which promised an enchanting, new
Fine and Performing Arts Center had
been realized.
By Carol Malcom

Creating a sense of drama and intrigue,
the new Fine and Performing Arts Center
brightens Fifth Avenue . Photo courtesy
of Lynne S. Mayer.

Falling in love and getting married
seems to be a trend in the new theater. In
Brigadoon, Charlie and Jean are being
married by Mr . Lundie. David
Castleberry, director of choral activities
and associate professor of music, portrays Charlie to Noelle Whiting's Jean .
Whiting is a Palham Manor.NY junior.
Mr. Lundie is Allan Stern, professor of
education in the safety technology program . Photo by Brett Hall.

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch

During
rush they
spoof ''The
Wizard of
Oz." Now
the women
of Phi Mu

Attempting to bid campus newcomers
and potential Greeks welcome , <l>M
members adorn their new home with a
banner. Photos courtesy of the sisters of
Phi Mu Fraternity.

The wait is over .. . big and little sisters
finally meet as the pair exchange hugs.

Layout &. design by
Emilie D. Burch
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There truly is no place like home,
according to the sisters of Phi Mu
Fraternity who, after residing in the
residence halls for nearly seven
years, moved into a new sorority
house this year.
The sorority entered into a fiveyear rental agreement beginning in
May 1992 for a Victorian-style
house at 1411 Fifth Ave. The house
had the capacity to accommodate
18 members.
A former Huntington Decorators'
Showcase home, the house features
numerous interior designs with a
variety of wallpapers and paints.
Some of the most notable features
of the three-story house include a

that vagrants had entered the house located in the residence halls.
sometime during Marshall 's Christ"We always had a good time in
mas break in 1979-80 and had lit a Towers and in a way it was a lot like
fire on the third floor of the house. a sorority house but there were cerThe majority of the house sustained tain activities that were impossible
to do on the 10th floor," said Kim
severe fire and water damage.
The following year, the sorority Hypes Lambert, Phi Mu alumna.
had a new house built at the same , Rush activities, meetings and solocation. The house, later owned by da! gatherings were held at the
Alpha Tau Omega, was custom- Memorial Student Center or local
built in a much more modern style restaurants. That changed with the
than the original house. As a result new house.
The sorority sponsored a recepof financial difficulties, the sorority
was forced to sell the house and tion in the fall to officially open the
move to the 10th floor of Twin Tow- new house.
ers West - the only sorority to be
By Lori Wilt

formal living room complete with a
baby grand piano, a large formal
staircase and a full front porch complete with pillars.
Before members could move in, a
number of renovations were made
to ensure comfortable living.
"It took a lot of work, but it was
well worth it," said Heather Christian, president of Phi Mu. "At times,
we doubted if we would ever get
here."
The house is a mere three doors
from the site of the sorority's original house which was lost to afire Jan.
15, 1980. Although an actual cause
of the fire has never been determined, Phi Mu alumni speculate

Phi Mu's newest Phis (pledges) are
surrounded by gifts and surprises as they
eagerly await the arrival of their big
sisters.

Chapter President Heather Christian puts
the finishing touches on the Cowardly
Lion just prior to the Wizard of Oz rush
skit.

Student Life
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n any given afternoon, students
trudged past the Campus Christian
Center and caught a glimpse of
students inside watching television or just hanging out. But
informal daily fellowship was only
a small facet of the center's activities.
The Campus Christian Center's
weekly activities began with
Lunch-for-a-Buck, sponsored by
the Baptist Student Union. Local
churches provided lunches for

students. The proceeds went to
BSU's ministry.
The Southern Baptist organization gathered each Monday
evening for its main meeting
which often included games, skits
and a message from the Bible.
PROWL, People Reaching Out
With Love, was a Presbyterian
student group led by the Rev. Bob
K. Bondurant. Rev. Bondurant
said the name was an apt descripStory continues on next page

campus

CI ll{JSl'IAN
center:
it's for everyone

Gathering around the food before their
meeting, members of P.R.O.W.L. discuss topics that will affect them throughout the school year. Photo by Tracy
Mallet.

Eating seems to be big at the Christian
Center. Pictured at left is one of the
BSU ' s weekly Lunch-for-a - Buck
lunches. Photo by Tracy Mallet.
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center:
it's for everyone

Singing praises unto the Lord , Students for Christ met weekly in the Christian
Center. Photo by Tracy Mallet.

Meeting weekly in the center's Green Room , United Methodist Students
were led in discussion by Jim McCune. Photo by Tracy Mallet.

Layout &. design by
Emllle D. Burch
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Discussing the wonders of the world intently in the Christian Center, Tom L. Lilly,
Huntington senior, and Nacachi M. Clark,
Los Angeles, Calif. sophomore, didn't
expect a flash to disturb them. Photo by
Tracy Mallet.

Frompage36
tion of the group's goals.
"We want to nuture students and
encourage all of us to use our
God-given gifts of service," he
said.
Although various Christian
activities provided students with
opportunities for involvement,
ministers and students stressed
the necessity of local church
involvement.
S. Paul Raybon, American Baptist campus minister and leader of
Baptist Campus Ministry, said the
student organization had ministry
teams available to lead church
services. He added BCM offered

"a chance not only for fellowship
but to minist€)r to others."
As a member of BCM, C. Alex
Kendall, Huntington junior,
agreed. "BCM is not a replacement by any means, but provides
a link for new students to local
churches."
The United Methodist Students
met Thursdays. The meetings
consisted of songs, fellowship and
informal discussion. U.M.S. also
was active in Habitat for Humanity, a volunteer organization that
builds homes for those who could
not otherwise afford them.
The Campus Christian Center
also sponsored an inter-denominational chapel service Sundays.
The service was led by a panel of
students from various Christian
organizations.
Campus Crusade for Christ is an
interdenominational movement on
college campuses through out the
nation, according to john M.
DeSario, Gainesville, Ga. , sophomore. The group also offered
prayer meetings and training in
evangelism and discipleship.
Students for Christ also met
weekly. Chuck E. Fry, staff member with SFC, said one of the
distinctions is the group's commitment to personal discipleship.
"We want to lay down our lives
for others," he said.
By Tracy Mallet
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what's
going
on
around
here?
I

are DORMS all they're
cracked up to be?
Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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Hanging out in their apartment, these
students kick back to a cold one and
MTV. Photo by Carol Malcom.

Dorm life vs. apartment life. For
some students the winner in this
contest is easy. For others, well , it's
still easy. Students want their freedom. They also wouldn't mind
some privacy. But some said the
convenience of dorm life was a
good reason for living in student
housing.
"It's more or less a convenience [to
live in the dorm] because it's closer
to all my classes," Stacey A. Parrill,
Keyser junior, a resident of Holderby

Hall , said. "And meeting people. It's
easier to meet people."
However, Parrill said she had
considered getting an apartment.
'There's not much privacy here
and I don't agree with a lot of the
rules and regulations," she said,
mentioning rules regarding alcohol
and visitation.
Angela D. Ellis, Man freshman,
agreed with Parrill' that lack of
privacy is a proplem in dorm life.

Thinking about what he'd be doing if he
still lived on-campus, this student
catches the news before heading out to
the Warehouse . Photo by Caroi Malcom.

Continues on Page 43
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Studying in your apartment
is easier, some argue, than
studying in the dorms because it's quieter. Photo by
Carol Malcom.

Typing book reports or
other class assignments is
easy to do in a dorm room or
an apartment if you have a
portable typewriter or word
processor. Photo by Carol
Malcom.
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L I v E
From page41
"You have to share a bathroom with
40 people," she said.
She added she would like to live
in an apartment for the extra space.
Stacey D. Fletcher, Parkersburg
senior, said space was one reason
she liked living in an apartment
rather than in a dorm.
'There's a lot more freedom in an
apartment," she said. "I like that
you're not just confined to one
room. "
The cost of a single occupancy
dorm room in the least expensive of
the dormitories was$ t ,670 a
semester according to the t 99 t
university catalog. The most expensive according to the catalog
was$ t ,883. Both prices included t 0
meals per week.
Both Parrill and Fletcher said they
thought the cost of an apartment
would be less than the dorm.
"Well, our rent just went up, so

?
I

now it's probably about the same
but last year it was cheaper, "
Fletcher said.
The cost of an apartment away
from the vicinty of campus depended on the type of apartment,
according to a Remax Realty Company consultant. She said a "not so
nice" apartment with two bedrooms
was approximately $ t 75 per month,
but an apartment with two bedrooms and two baths could cost
$400 per month. The realtor said the
rent for most apartments included
utilties.
Apartments adjacent to campus
have varying different rates. For
example, an apartment advertised
one and a half blocks from campus
ran at a rate of $325 per month.
With an apartment, costs such as
food and transportation also should
be considered.
By Maureen Johnson
&. Tony Pierro

Studying, however, is not fun . Yet some
students find their own niches and hit
the books. Photo by Carol Malcom.
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Appearing once again at Marco's, John
Hurt, alias Johnny Puke, made his Huntington singing debut. Hurt appeared at
Marco's twice last year as a spoken word
performance artist. Photo by Brett Hall.

With the
onslaught of
budget cuts,
entertainment
funds were
limited.
Campus
Entertainment
Unlimited
sponsored a few
bands, showed
.
movies on
Mondays and
Tuesdays, and
brought comedy
to the campus on
Thursdays.
Making their stage debut at Marco's, punk band Anti-Everything drew a decent crowd . Anti Everything appeared on the same night as Johnny Puke. Photo by Brett Hall.
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changes around campus
make access easier,
quicker and safer for
faculty, staff and
students

,Cleaning leaves out of the
drainage ducts on the Memorial Student Center plaza is an
annual fall chore. Photo by
Keef Jones.

Layout & design by
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Finishing the campus beautification program implemented in the summer of '91 was a
priority. Brick sidewalks outside of Old Main were completed by the summer of '92. Photo
by Keef Jones.

Raking leaves near the Morrow Library was another task that marked the beginning of
autumn . Photo by Keef Jones.

Layout & design by
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In the

HERD'S HUDDLE
COMMUNITY

Visiting campus in October, Oliver North was on the campaign trail
for Republican congressional candidate Ben Waldman . Photo by
Ana Menendez.
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Community Divider

Life for Marshall students
extends beyond the Boundaries of our campus. Community involvement has Always
been a part of Marshall.
Whether it is Politi~al involvement, such as

Hmary

Clinton's visit to campus, or
local bars, Students have a
definite Link to the community. Such Events as the Artist Series, bring students and
Community members
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Together.
Campaigning for her husband, Bill, Hillary Clinton paid campus
a visit in late September. Photo by Ana Menendez.
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Huntington offers more
than you think

Taking time out from his busy schedule, Santa Claus is present for the
Christmas parade. Photo by John
Baldwin.

Trying to keep warm , Tonya Jackson, Beckley freshman , heads for a
final in Smith Hall. Photo by John
Baldwin.

Layout & design by
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Waving to watchers, two Huntington
police officers and Bart Simpson
take part in the city of Huntington
Christmas parade. Photo by John
Baldwin.

Cheering on the Thundering Herd
football team is a favorite pastime for
many Huntington residents. Photo
by Keef Jones

Huntington
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Discussing their finals as they
cruise toward the student center,
Pete Coleman , Washington , D.C.
sophomore and Jay Sims ,
Bluefield senior, agreed that they
are eager for semester break.
Photo by John Baldwin.

Bearing a message, Olive Baptist
Junior, B.U.F. members took part
in the Christmas parade. Photo by
John Baldwin.

Emptying the meters was a daily
duty for Tommy Vorchell. Photo
by John Baldwin.

Layout & design by
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are .you aware?
Huntington offers more than you think

IRTHDA1
JESUS
;{

Performing during half-time, feature twirler Tonia-Lynn Barnett shares her team
spirit. Photo by John Baldwin.

Getting into the Christmas spirit is easy for Cabell Huntington Hospital security and
Gabby, the hospital's mascot. Photo by John Baldwin.

Huntington
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Hanging out at
the Calamity
Cafe
A myriad of western-style decorations including a symbol of a
bull's head, rustic wind chimes, a
used horse saddle, antique dishes
and a gun holster, all amid a
background of earth-tone colors,
collectively decorate the Calamity
Cafe.
The cafe, located on Third Avenue adjacent to Smith Hall,
opened Aug. 5, t 992, and proved
to be an immediate success.
"The first day we sold out of a
week's worth of food," said Shannon Christian, a part owner. "We
did better than we ever thought
we would."
Christian is one of the four partowners of the restaurant. The two
couples owners, Shannon and
Shawn Christian and Terre Thomas
and Roy Clark, all of Huntington,
shared more than 50 years of
collective experience in the food
service industry.
"The four of us had worked
together [at Chill Willi's Mexican
Cantina in downtown
Huntington)]and we kinda got this
idea to open our own restaurant,"
Christian said.
Shannon added the foursome
wanted to ensure a casual,
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friendly, yet service-oriented
atmosphere.
Their goal seems to have been
met. Becky Watkins, 2 t, junior
nursing student, frequented the
cafe because everyone who
worked there was "really friendly."
"It has a casual atmosphere
where you can got to meet with
friends and get great food,"
Watkins said.
The Calamity Cafe offered more
than just delicious food. Live
band performed regularly, attracting diverse crowds. The "open
mike" night and poetry readings
also had great response.
"We try not to get too repetitive
[with entertainment] so that
people won't get bored," Shannon
said.
Sean Coddington, 24, Akron,
Ohio, graduate student, preferred
the Calamity Cafe over other area
bar/restaurants because it "has an
older clientele without losing the
college atmosphere."
"It's better than any other night
spot because it lends a good
atmosphere for better racial harmony," said Rory Fitzpatrick, 25, a
graduate student.
Shannon noted that the cafe

strove to provide a haven for a
variety of customers.
"We have a really good mix [of
people]," Shannon said. "We
have older people and younger
people, and that's what we really
wanted - a comfortable atmosphere where anyone can come
in."
By Samantha Carney

Performing Cher's "We All Sleep
Alone, " female impersonator
Stephanie St. Claire appeared during
the Cafe's AIDS benefit. Photo by
Tony Pierro.

here the
buffalo roam

Hanging out in the Cafe was a daily thing for many
students. Photo by Tony Pierro.

Please see related story, page 58.
Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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The cafe benefits all
Cam Moore stood on the area
reserved for groups, her guitar
around her neck. Surrounded by
microphones, wires and speakers,
she looked alone.
"This show is dedicated to Dennis," Moore said.
People responded not with joy
but with rememberance of a friend
- Dennis was a victim of AIDS.
Marshall students and Huntington residents packed the Calamity
Cafe on Third Avenue just prior to
Thanksgiving break. The purpose of
the event was to raise money for the
Huntington AIDS Task Force, to increase AIDS awareness and to produce good entertainment, according to Terre Thomas, co-owner.
Six bands participated in the.
event which netted $1 ,200. Red

ribbons were given to each patron
and condoms were available.
"It's the first thing I've seen
around Huntington that has raised
money for AIDS," said Stacey Knox,
Parkersburg graduate student.
The program also provided insight into the spread of the disease.
"Everybody thinks people bring
AIDS into small towns from big cities but that's not the case," said
Amir Piracha, Princeton medical
student. "It's an endemic disease.
No one is safe."
The benefits of abstinence and the
use of condoms echoed throughout
the evening.
"Don't get it and don't ignore"
was the advice of Electric Lullaby
vocalist, Brian Lusher.
By Lisa Earl

Layout & design by Emilie D. Burch
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Checking out the bands at the Calamity Cafe and AIDS Task Force
benefit, this large crowd brought in
over $1,200. Photo by Tony Pierro.

According to band members from
Guru Lovechild, playing during the
benefit was the right thing to do. Photo
by Tony Pierro.

Electric Lullaby appeared at the benefit. Photo by Tony Pierro

Educating oneself about AIDS was
the purpose of the benefit. Photo by
Tony Pierro.

Calamity Cafe
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I'm not your stepping stone
Local band Electric Lullaby makes
good with an album and benefit

From Athens to Seattle, the college scene always has influenced
music. Electric Lullaby may put
Huntington on the list of cities that
have produced bands like the B-52's
and Pearl Jam. The locally-based
group celebrated its first CD release,
Kindred to the Snake, at Gumby's, a
bar located on Fourth Avenue.
The trio was drummer Mark
Harlan, bassist Russ Fox and vocalist
Brian Lusher.
"It's the only place were we don't
have to compromise our music into
some accoustical set," Harlan said.
The group was based in Hunting-
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ton, although Harlan is from Ripley
and Fox from Grantsville.
"It's a good music house
(Gumby's) and most of our friends
and family live near and around
Huntington," Fox said.
Fox admitted there wasn't much
of a music scene in Huntington but
the group used that as a catalyst in
creating original music.
Harlan said it took the group,
which was formed in 1990, less
than two weeks to start writing their
own songs.
We got together as a jam ses-

sion," he said. "I guess we just
gelled. Originals started popping
out everywhere."
The group derived its name from
the trio's ability to perform all types
of music from hard to mellow. The
band's music was based on originality and honesty.
The group received emotional
support from friends and family
although finances were generated
soley by the band.
"We're normal people, not rock 'n
'roll bullshit," Fox said. "We're into
freewill, pro-choice and dreams.
By Lisa Earl

Electric Lullaby
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Studying in his Holderby Hall dorm
room , Fred Newman, Charleston junior, hopes to ace his test. Photo by
Carol Malcom.

Showing her support for the Clinton/
Gore team, this fan was present for
the Clinton rally held in September.
Photo by Chris Hancock.

Scoring a win, members of the Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity join together for
a friendly game of baseball on the
intramural field. Photo by Craig
Goldstein.

Layout & design by
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Recruiting new members wasn't as difficult when an oganizations fair is held on the
student center plaza in mid-September. Photo by Brett Hall.

Learning about proper hair care is easier now that Tranzitions beauty salon is
located on campus. Photo by Brett Hall.

Scrapbook
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where rave is the wave
Pulsating music, fluorescent lights
and a dance floor surrounded by
hanging chains made up the lively
atmosphere of one of the hottest
new night spots for students.
42 Grove featured a program of
"techno" music, which is a broad
category of dance music, according
to Allen Dean, owner. One of the
bar's most popular attractions was
Wednesday mug night. Customers
could have any mug, holding up to
32 oz., filled for a dollar.
"It's a bit of an alternative bar,"
Dean said. "A lot of high energy
and progressive music. "
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It was to 42 that energized students with a penchant for loud , fast
paced rave music would go to
dance.
The Grove offered students a
glimpse of what big-city-Europeanish technobars are about.
Techno-music got its start in the
mid-80s. Techno stresses heavy bass
and computer-controlled keyboards.
The Grove, located behind
Mycroft's on Third Avenue, opened
at the beginning of the school year
with hours from t 0 p.m. until 4 a.m .
Wednesday through Saturday.
By Serena Cline

Lords of Acid

Praga Khan

"Spacy Bitch,"
"Rough Sex"

"Injected With a Poison,"
"Rave Alarm"

Moby

Nymphomania

"Drop A Beat," "Go"

"I Want Your Body"

Community

Photos by D. Webb Thompson
Layout & design by Emilie D . Burch
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·Hear the _________

THUNDER
ROAR
Hard work, long hours and, at times,
Frustration were a part of life for students trying to make the Grade. But
MU students found more to College

life than Studying, term papers and
tests. Organizations representing religious groups, Academic honoraries and
Fraternal organizations provided an
outlet for all Students. Academics, organizations and Extra curricular activities -- it all adds up to the Total college
Experience.
Takingtimeoutoftheirbusyschedules, D. Chip Rose , Nitro senior, and John M. DeSairo,
Gainesville, Ga. sophomore, participate in a Prime Time contest. Photo by Tracy Mallet.
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Keeping up to date. Students learn the
latest laboratory tests for AIDS. Photo
by Keef Jones.
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On air with WMUL
Many students
returned home from a
long day of classes,
settled down into a
comfortable chair,
flipped on the radio
and relaxed. Few gave
much thought to what
went on behind the
scenes at Marshall's
own public radio
station, WMUL-FM.
Although some
members of the
Marshall community
took the radio station
for granted, WMUL
racked up local and
state recognition as
well as awards from
the Society of Professional journalists and

Broadcasting on remote
from MSC is Mike "the
Bazz" Basler, Huntington
senior.

Reading a PSA is Cameron Smith ,
Scott Depot junior. Photos by
Tracy Mallet.

News Coverage, Public
Affairs and Documentary contest entries.
The Alpha Epsilon
Rho National Student
Awards gave Grand
Prizes to students at
WMUL, one for a
public affairs interview
and another for an
audio promotional
program.
However, members
of the radio staff
agreed the station 's
greatest achievement
was placing second in
f

Catching some Z's. Paul Swann , Huntington senior, snoozes on a desk in the 'MUL staff room .

the Associated Press.
The station won first
place in the West Virginia
AP Contest for Outstanding Sports Operation in
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both the spring and fall
semesters of 1991 . The
Associated Press
awarded members of the
staff first place in Spot

the 1991 College Station
of the Year Contest,
sponsored by the National Association of the
Collegiate Broadcasters

and lnterep Radio Store.
"When you're considered one of the best in
the country, what else
can you say?" said Chuck
G. Bailey, faculty manager of WMUL. Bailey
attributed much of the
station 's success to the
significant occurrences
on campus during that
year.
"There was a lot of
luck involved, being in
the right place a the right
time," Bailey said of the
station's coverage of
such events as the creation of the new football
stadium and the Red
Cross strike. "We might
have better people in the
future but they won't be
as fortunate to be able to
cover such newsworthy
stories," he said.
"Our award has proved
that if those kinds of

where the buffalo roam

events happen here,
students can handle
them as well as professionals," he
added.
C. Brad
Williamson ,
Glenville
graduate
student and
student
manager of
WMUL , said
the station's
success was
dependent
on the
quality of
student
volunteers.
" We'll go up
and down [in quality]
depending on the dedication of the broadcasting students, " he said .
A non-commercial
radio station , WMUL
carried the slogan , "The

progressive FM."
Williamson said the
purpose of the station is
" to serve
the
community,
serve
Marshall
University and
provide
something
they
can 't get
elsewhere ."
The
station
does not
broadcast commercials;
rather, it is funded solely
on the basis of student
activity fees , Williamson
said .
By Tracy Mallett

WMUL Staff: (front) Paul Swann , Kim Wheeler, Bonita
Patterson , Mark Di Iorio, Erik Raines, Brandon Harris,
James Guinn (back) Brad Williamson , Andy Turnbull, Chris
Hutchison, Stephanie Pauley, Carl Upright, Jason Philyaw,
Cameron Smith , Russ Fox, Chuck Miller, Charles G. Bailey
(adviser)

STUDENT COURT: (front) Kelli McDonald (Chief Justice) ,
Maria Roque, (back) Tymothee Adkins, Cheri Prendergast,
Colleen Baker (secretary) - The Student Court works with
SGA to help pass bills and determine constitutionality.
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ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA: Kelsia Leonaro, Anissa Cosby
(treasurer) , Eunice Hoston (vice president) , Lynn Moore
(historian) NOT PICTURED: Kim Lewis, Trinda Collier,
Leslie Clements -AKA is a social sorority.

SIGMA THETA TAU: Patricia Hackney, Wanda Gunnoe,
Lisa Jones, Margaret Fitch, Tina Carter, Renee Higgs, Lisa
McClure NOT PICTURED: Deborah Casdorph , Melissa
Curry, Marianne deBarbadillo, Jeanne Kilroy, Debra Munn,
Morgan Pinkerman , Becky Rider, Linda Shipley, Pat Smith ,
Donna Weber - Sigma Theta Tau is the national honor
society of nursing.
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If it's Greek to
you, then check
this out

what is greek life?

Hanging out on the intramural field
with friends is a common occurrence
when the weather is warm . After a
game of baseball , two sisters of Alpha Chi Omega join a Pi Kappa Phi.
Photo by Craig Goldstein.

Recruiting potential rushees during
the organizations fair makes things
easier in the long run. Photo by Brett
Hall.

Greek Life offered many Marshall
students a unique opportunity to
learn and grow within the
exteneded family of their fraternity
and sorority.
Marshall's campus was home to
nine fraternities and seven sororities,
including three traditionally black
organizations.
" Each of our chapters is unique in
its own way," said Merritt
Henderson, graduate assistant in the
Office of Greek Affairs. "You have to
look for the one that best meets
your needs. "
Many did take advantage of the
opportur1!7!Ps offered only through
Greek life. There was a large tum
out for fraternity rush in the fall ,
according to Henderson. Sorority
rush was down from 1991 - 1992 but
Henderson said it was due in part to
bad timing - right before Labor
Day.
Rush went back-to-basics,
Henderson said. It concentrated on
conversation and friendship instead
of the showy side of past years.

Greeks were actively involved
with area and campus activities.
Each chapter worked for a national
philanthropic group and local charities. Many also revised their constitutions and developed individual
alcohol policies, which were stricter
than state law.
Dues for Greek organizations were
approximately $30 per month. Fees
were used for trips, formals, scholarships, speakers, actitivities and other
events.
Students got much more than
friendship and acceptance from their
Greek organizations, they also got
practical experience in real life
situations.
"Greek organizations prepare
students for the real world ,"
Henderson said. "It's like running
your own small company. It's very
organized."
Marshall's Greek organizations
offered students a chance to learn
leadership skills, budgeting and time
management skills.
By Serena Cline
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Working on her senior project, Lisa
Talbert tries not to flinch as John
Baldwin takes her picture. Photo by
John Baldwin.

did you participate?
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KERAMOS POTTERS GUILD: David Ritter, Catherine
Sansom (treasurer), Lisa Talbert (secretary), Mike Brady
(vice president) , Mona Arritt (president) , Earline Allen (adviser) NOT PICTURED: Gina Howell, Rita Blake, Dawn
Adams, J. Reed , Anthony Hensley, Barbara Hutchinson,
Laura Smith , Pam Lincolnhoger, Jome Kirby, Steve Cantley

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION : (front)
Stephanie Sprague (Parliamentarian) , Heather Michaelson
(Business Manager), Misty Saul (Senate Pro-Tempor),
Sheri Weekly (Historian) (back) Andrea Edwards (Office
Manager) , Patrick Miller (Vice president), Taclan B. Romey
(President) , John Goodwin (Public Relations Director),
Tabitha Stapleton (work study)

Layout & design by
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BAPTIST STUDENT UNION: (front) Sam Thompson, Kara
Marcum, Sam Litteral, Lindarae Denney, Melissa Meadows,
Jenny Knighton, Melinda Dingess, Melanie Bagshaw, Cecil
Williams, Mary Kessinger, Brian Johnson (back) Joey
Trader, Larry Lucas, Andrew Foy, Rina Marcum , Bruce
Custeri , Jim Fugate, Dave Edmonds Jr. , Keith Stewart,
Dave Dorsey, Steve Cuthbert, Dave Webb

STUDENT NURSES ASSOCIATION : (front) Lisa Taylor
(vice president) , Janet Nelson (secretary} , Cyndi Roberts
(president) , Lisa McClure (historian) , Cherri Parsley (treasurer) , Peggy Baden (adviser) (back) Angie Bell , Shawna
Eastwood, Rhonda Morgan, Renee Higgs, Helen Carry,
Delores Ward, Angie Carico, Joyce Surber, Joy Pelfrey
Uunior class representative)

Layout & design by
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Finding the perfect abode
the never-ending search for the
'right' place
What starts with a glance through
the classified ads could turn into a
major hassle, according to Marshall
students who have searched for the
ideal college apartment.
While standards differ, students
agreed the perfect apartment must
be affordable and within close proximity of campus. Although these
were basic requirements, finding
apartments having both was rare .
"The closer you get to campus the
more expensive the apartments
get. Some of them rent for $400 and
up a month and they are dumps,"
said Debbie Williams, a senior who
resided in an apartment near
Marshall's Corbly Hall. " I would 've
liked a better apartment but we
waited until the last minute and we
didn 't have much choice. "
Williams added students who
started looking during the Spring
semester were most likely to find
the best apartment for the following
year.

Many students contended land lords raise the prices for their apartments if they were within walking
distance of campus , despite the
condition of the apartment. Rent
ranged from approximately $300 to
$600 per month (generally without
utilities) for an apartment on the
perimeter of campus. Students who
were willing to drive to school often
were able to find more affordable
dwellings. Apartments in the vicinity of Ritter Park were popular with
many students. However, the scarcity of parking at Marshall posed
additional problems.
" In our apartment the ceiling tiles
caved in from a leak in the upstairs
apartment, the carpet was brown
(after once being tan) and the paneling was fall ing off the wall. We paid
$150 per person without utilities, "
said Tony Aprea, Wheeling senior.
" But we were only three blocks from
campus and we had three bedrooms."

Not all apartments were in this
condition . Several older apartment
buildings and houses near Marshall
had been renovated to accommodate students. These buildings featured updated appliances, decorating and furnishings in some cases.
"We love it out here," said Karen
Wickline, a graduate student who
resided in Country Club Apartments. The complex offered a
swimming pool, tennis courts, party
room and exercise programs.
Those students who opted for
apartment life over the dorms said
the key to finding a good apartment
was by word-of-mouth. Generally,
the best apartments were passed
from friend to friend . However,
there were other avenues for finding
a suitable apartment. These students said they checked the classified ads in The Parthenon and The
Herald-Dispatch as well as apartment listings in the SGA office.
By Lori Wilt

Looking for the right place pays off, as
members of Phi Mu discover . . Photo by
Carol Malcom.

Apartments
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Marshall 's non-traditional
and returning students changed
the face of the campus, according
to Dr. James Harless, Director of
Admissions.
" It's no longer an 18- to 21year-old school ," he said. 'The
average age at Marshall now is 2 7
years old ."
The change was not surprising.
Harless said there had been a
gradual age increase over the past
15 years.

But for younger students, making the grade wasn 't necessarily
the main objective. Geoff Merritt,
Champanville junior, said older
students often dominated the
grade scale.
" In one of my History classes
there's a woman who probably
puts in 10 hours a week studying.
She busts the curve every time every time," he explained .
But an increase in average age
was not the only factor that

Typical Students
Aren't so Typical
Both men and women were
joining the back-to-school movement.
" After raising their families,
they' re deciding 'It's my turn
now.' It works both ways ,"
Harless said.
Students in the 25- to 40-yearold category seemed to be more
dedicated to their studies, in
Harless' opinion.
"They're paying their own way.
They've lived long enough to see
the importance of education .
They're so dedicated that if they
must work on studying for 20
hours a week, they will ," he
added. "They are always shooting
for an A ."
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changed the makeup of Marshall 's
campus. The male to female ratio
is 46 percent male and 56 percent
female. Nearly 86 percent of
students were West Virginia
residents with about 1,000 students of the university's 12, 700
students community from nearby
Ohio towns. The student population also represented 3 7 states
and 2 1 countries.
As for returning students, they
were encouraged by the fact that
they were not alone in their comeback to school.
"Good, now I don't feel so old ,"
one returning student said.
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where the buffalo roam

SOAR (Student Organization for Alumni Relations): (front) Lynnette Ayers, Michelle Beverage,
Shannon Yoakum, Jill Christy, Jennifer Pendry
(back) Kim McClung, John DeSario, Dayne
Rankin, Kip Main, Raaja Nearula, Karen Lamb

Ashlar

SOAR Ambassadors: Kip Main, Karen Lamb, Jill
Christy, Michelle Beverage, Shannon Yoakum,
John DeSario

Even out of full costume, Andre Golhson, mascot, still makes his pride evident.
Photo by Brett Hall

Non-traditional students
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Phi Alpha Theta: (front) Dr. Bill Palmer, Kara
Burchette, Dr. Frances Hensley, Matt Boggess
(back) Jennifer Osborne, Robert Bell, Dr. David
Woodward, Bob Martin, Dave Castleman, Dr. Robert Sawrey

MU ATA (Athletic Trainer's Association): (front)
Katie O'Neal, Rhonda Click O'Neal, Samantha
Tucker, Randy Gibbs, Jason Crawford, Patrick
O'Neal, Amy Carpenter, Patti Coffield (back) Nick
Svingos, Christy Tyree, Avery Kondik, Jason
Moore, Danny Young

Academics &... Organizations

In a ceremony remembering the Marshall football team
and staff who were victims of
the 1970 plane crash , John
Goodman , SGA public relations, gives a speech.

During the National Football
title game, Jim Parsons takes
time to remember the 1970
football team .
Photo by Brett Hall
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Taking time out, Christy
Jordon , Hurricane fresh man, and Courtney
Eberbaugh, Hurricane
freshman , prepare their
schedules for the spring
semester.
Photo by Tracey Mallet

Study time! Melinda Carson, Franklin junior and Melinda Dingess, Chapmanville
sophomore take time out of
their schedule to catch up on
their studies.
Photo by Tracey Mallet
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA (Theater Honorary): Michael
Rhodes, Jody Zinn, Michael Weis, Nina Matherly,
Todd Fornari, Laura Waggoner, Mindy Gulley,
David Newsome, Gene Hoke, T. Worthington

SAATHIS: (front) Arnab Bose, Anjali Mediratta,
Saborna Chaudhury, Srinivas Geddam (back)
John, Chris Brannon, Harjit Sandhu, Raaja Narula,
Sharad Kaza, Nadeen Khan, Arif Baig, Fahim
Qureshi, Sajid Khan

Group Pictures
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GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL: (front) Stacey
Knox, Debbie Cummings, Crystal Adkins, Becky
Farms, Shelley Hylton (back) Debra Harris, David
Meade, Doug Price, Peter Xue Xun Cui, Wei Zhang
not pictured: Stephanie Hughart, Chelena McCoy,
Perry Oxley, Cym Parrish, Rodney Phillips

TAE KWON DO CLUB: (front) Mike Carter, Jake
Hiner, Fernando Sanchez - instructor, Mike
Scarsellato (back) Amy Lawrence, Lori Hinkley,
Steve Chambers - head instructor, Donna Bolden,
Clyde Neace

Academics &.. Organizations

Before a P.R.O.W.L. meeting, john Swanson, Barborsville junior, and Emeritus
Webb, Huntington junior, enjoy the refreshments.
Photo by Tracey Mallett

During Primetime, the weekly meeting for Campus
Crusade for Christ, D. Chip
Rose, Nitro senior, serves as
emcee.
Photo by Tracey Mallot
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did you

know?--~

•Habitat for Humanity has become the 27th largest home
builder in the United States. By
1995, it was predicted to be the
largest. And it's all volunteer
work. Habitat has built 10
houses in three years in the Huntington area and planned to build
10 more within a year, according
to Ann Raybon, executive director of the Huntington chapter.
TWIN TOWERS WEST STAFF: (front) Rebecca
Boyles, Bethel Alemayehu, Jennifer Stone, Jennifer Duba, Pam Renner, Tracy Addison, Maggie
Kincaid, Sheree Price (back) Penny Copen, Gelila
Yilma, TJ Adkins, Trish Streng, Shawna Rocknich,
Terri Lilly, Alicia Wallace, Melinda Foster - resident
director, Rosa Lewis

) ,I

J,

MARSHALL NEWMAN ASSOCIATION: (front)
Kelli McDonald, Beth Seger, Jim Kearny, Julie
Brown, Kim Keller, Nicole Fournier (back) Jill
Jerzyk, Bill Alexander, Sarah Gerke, Bill Wagner,
Andrew Hooker, Stephen Fournier, Grant Rice, Fr.
Bill Petro
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• It is simply a non-profit ecumenical organization based on a
"joining venture" where the
homeowner invests, "sweat equity" hours alongside volunteers
as the house is being built.
• Former president Jimmy Carter
and his wife Rosalynn also devoted themselves to the cause.
According to Worldwide Challenge
Magazine, "Their concern for
their neighbors led them to construct Habitat homes in Georgia,
then in Zaire, Africa and eventually in 18 other countries."
•Habitat has built 10 houses in
three years in the Huntington
area and plans to build 10 more
within a year, according to Ann
Raybon, executive director of the
Huntington chapter.

Layout & design by Emilie D. Burch

elping others: a way of life
Habitat for Humanity, a world-wide volunteer effort,
builds interest-free housing for the needy - with
their help, of course.
t has inspired individuals
and groups from Marshall
university, the Huntington
area and all over the world
to volunteer to help people
who would never have had the
chance to own a home. The
organization is called Habitat for
Humanity.
Habitat is a worldwide volunteer
effort that builds no-interest
housing for people in need . It's
not a charity. It is simply a nonprofit ecumenical organization
based on a "joining venture"
where the homeowner invests
"sweat equity" hours alongside
volunteers as the house is being
built.
Habitat for Humanity has become the 27th largest home
builder in the United States. By
1995, it was predicted to be the
largest. And it's all volunteer
work. Habitat has built 10 houses
in three years in the Huntington
area and planned to build 10 more
within a year, according to Ann
Raybon , executive director of the
Huntington chapter.
In 1988, 36 campus chapters
existed but now there are more
than 300. Marshall University's
chapter began in the Spring of
1991 but wasn 't officially orga-

I

nized and recognized until the Fall.
Under the guidance of Jim
McCune and Paul Raybon , the
chapter blossomed with participation from a w ide range of students, Greek organizations, faculty
and staff.
" Habitat for Humanity caught
hold of people's imaginations,"
said Paul Raybon .
Tawnya Adkins , Madison junior,
became involved in the Fall of
1991 when the campus chapter
still was "in the works", she said .
Habitat' , whose ideology of
" building homes for God's people
in need ," excited Adkins. She
recalls the sight of one project at
the start of renovation , " It was
horrible decrepit looking with
barred doors and badly vandalized ."
The campus chapter has contributed time, muscle and care to
projects like the renovation of a
two-story garage apartment on
Eighteenth Street. The downstairs
was a workshop area while the
upstairs served as housing for two
students during the school year
and visiting work groups when
school was not in session.
The organization raised $3 ,000
by operating a concession stand

by Samantha Carney

during football season on the east
side of the stadium. The money
was given to the local chapter for
various projects.
Kevin Harrison , graduate student
and president of the campus
chapter, said he knew housing
problems existed but didn 't realize
the magnitude of it all. "They're
not only the homeless," Harrison
said of the people who receive
housing. "Some have homes but
they are shacks."
Habitat for Humanity was
founded in 1976. The founders,
Millard and Linda Fuller, who are
active directors in the plan, were
motivated directly from scripture,
"If a rich person sees his brother or
sister in need , yet closed his heart
against them, how can he claim
that he loves God? My children ,
our love should not be just words
and talk; it must be true love,
which shows itself in action " ( 1
john 3 : 17-18, Living Bible).
Former president Jimmy Carter
and his wife, Rosalynn also devoted themselves to the cause.
According to Worldwide Challenge Magazine, "Their concern
for their neighbors led them to
construct Habitat homes in Georgia, then in Zaire, Africa and eventually in 18 other countries."

Habitat for Humanity
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attention, geography majors:
amma Theta Upsilon, the Geog/
raphy Honorary Society, Beta
:::
Nu Chapter, has been active on
·::::~;==;=:=/~~~
campus since 1955.
Membership is open to undergraduates and graduates including both geography and non-geography majors. Full
members must have at least six hours in
geography courses and at least a 3.0
grade point average. The 1992-1992
president was Michael Miller, Bridgeport
senior.
"We had a young man apply for a government job and when his interviewers
read on his resume that he was a member of Gamma Theta Upsilon, it resulted
in his projected salary being raised
$5,000. He got the job. Out society
definitely gives members professional
growth as professional geographers,"
Margaret Gripshover, club sponsor said,
noting the advantages of membership.
The society hosted Geographic Awareness Week in November 1992 which
included a departmental open house and
geography quizzes for students. Gamma
Theta also has represented West Virginia
in the National Geography Bowl since
1990, placing third in the South-Eastern
Regional Final Four in 1992. The society
also attended professional geography
meetings where several members
present papers.
by Jennifer Ballard

(j
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- - - did you know?
Several local businesses have been
"herding-in" the benefits since the
completion of Marshall's stadium.
With the larger crowds, due in part to
Marshall's championship season, business has grown at some areas on the
outskirts of the stadium. Others, however, were not so pleased with the location of the new field. Several stores
were forced to relocate or close to make
way for the field.
McDonald's was one local fast-food
restuarant that has reaped the rewards
of being located practically in the
field's endzone.
"We have had to employ more people
which in turn helps the community ,"
said Rob Rogers, McDonald's store
manager.
A larger crowd also has started eating
at Wendy's before and after the games.
"The 10 to 20 percent increase in sales
on game days has really helped," said
Dave Langdon, sotre manager.
Burger King also has noticed an increase in sales on game days. According to manager Ann Hannon, the restaurant has benefitted immensely.
"The new stadium has brought the
check average up so much that I wish
there were games every day," she said.
Stadium Bookstore also has capitalized on the situation.
"Campus wear sales have risen 10
times since the new stadium was built,"
said owner, Bill Morgan.
by Susan Sherman

where the buffalo roam

JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: Staci
Minks, Ashley Elam, Kenyatta Coleman , Marco Andre Golhson, B.I. Bieber, Shannon Jerrom, Mary
Black, Shelley Bias

VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: (front) Kristy Kelly
(kneeling) Kim Burgess, Jeff Goins, Jenny
Hammontree (standing) Rob Halley, Jon Allen
Garnes, Allison Hubbard, Jenny Roy, Nancy Hall,
Jon Carden Ryan Harlan, Dwight McCormick,
Kathy Goon, Brent Lycons, Tia Thompson, Todd
McMillian

Stadium
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SPRINGFEST COMMITTEE: (front) Laura Clay,
Chris Allen, Chanteau VanBuren, Oneeka Munroe
(back) Dennis Dawson, Raymond Crockett
not pictured: Jay Wright

CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT UNLIMITED: (front)
Renee Patton, Kelly Carrabba, Briana Windon,
Lisa Allen, Susie Marincil, AnnMarie Merritt (back)
Keith Sarver, Laura Clay, Oneeka Munroe, Dennis
Dawson, Lynda Thompson, Ron Wilson, Megan
Bradley, Scott Horsfield, Chris McAdams,
Raymond Crockett, Adrien Scales, Jay Wright,
AnnMarie Merritt
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esidence Hall Associations,
branches of Marshall's
lntergovernment Council, experienced a change this year. A new
department was formed by the
university, combining the former Department
of Residence Life and the Housing Department. Together they became Residence
Services.
Charles A. Boone, area coordinator for the
Department of Residence Life Services, said
the new department was more beneficial to
students who resided on campus. It provided a way for the advisers to get a better
look at the buildings and what each was
doing. This allowed the department to make
better decisions.
"ICG and RHA act as Residence Services
connection to the students. It lets students
voice what they want done," Boone said.
Participation in RHA sponsored events in
each dorm improved this year, according to
presidents of the individual RHAs. There also
was an increase in programs and activities.
Hodges Hall increased its number of hallsponsored activities and in return saw greater
participation. Activities included "paint balling" which students had the opportunity to
dodge shots from pellet guns loaded with
paint and a cookout for Parents' Weekend.
"Participation is a lot better than last year.
We went from basic activities to fun activities. We want to do things that everyone
will participate in," said Bill M. Hazer,
Hodges RHA president.
Some dorms sponsored annual activities
again this year as well. Holderby Hall's Male
Sale and Lip Sync contest were big events
again.
by Carol Malcolm

First-day jitters
Moving into a college dorm was one of
the most anticipated and most dreaded
aspects of going away to school.
Students looked forward to moving into
a dorm because it was a place where
they could do their own thing being
independent without having to abide by
their parents ' rules.
Likewise , many students despised the
thought of moving into a dorm because i t
basically was a foreign experience .
Horror stories abounded about sharing a
tiny room with the preverbial roommate from hell.
Others have been forewarned about the less than desirable
cafeteria food . By moving day , many
students had such mixed emotions that
they were ready to nix college life and
get a job at McDonald s . Luckily , most
summed up their courage , packed the car
and headed for Huntington with the sight
of Twin Towers on the horizon .
Marshall students ranging from fresh-

men to seniors have had unique moving
expereinces .
I was scared to death because I had no
idea what was in store , sai d Cindy
Motto , Logan County freshman .
Unlike Motto , Charlie Jewell , Ripley
freshman , said army life had prepared
him for communal living.
Tensions eased considerably after the
first year of dorm life . Some spent
their summers dreaming of their dorm
room and fellow roomies .
This year I couldn t wait to move
back , said Colleen Baker , a Moundsville
sophomore who lived in Buskirk . It is
like a home - away-from - home .
In the end , the consensus was that
dorm life can be disconcerting
with
poor food and possibly a not-so-great
roomie . But it also can be a wonderful
experience with the best friends and
times .
by Susan Sherman

Honorary prepares students for career
The Psi Chi National Honor Society for
psychology majors and minors is a preprofessional organization designed to
honor students who show outstanding
achievement in the psychology field . The
organization ' s goal is to assist students in
gaining professional experience and cont acts by conducting seminars and visiting
professional organizations.
Members of the Psi Chi Honor Society are
involved in several activities aimed at

increasing and promoting learning in the
psychology field . The group sponsors a fundraising campaign to financially support
information seminars . Psychology faculty
members present the seminars which usually expound on new research .
The honor society also hosted the first
Tri-State Psychology Conference where Psi
Chi members from throughout the region
shared research information .
by Diana Judy

Various
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Cultural experiences
USA Today columnist DeWayne Wickham, actor
Giancarlo Espostio, historian Dr. Emma Lapsansky,
and the off-broadway play "When the Chickens Came
Home to Roost" headlined Marshall's celebration of
Black History Month in February.
Macel A. Braxton, coordinator of the African American Students' Program Office, said the goal of the
Black History Month was "to help make people of all
races more aware of African American contributions
to the cultural, educational, and social developments
of our nation."
The theme for Black History Month, "A Chapter on
Our Heritage," was significant because "blacks have
been left out of the history books," Braxton said.
With a total of 13 events throughout the month,
Braxton said the overall program was much more
extensive than ever before.
Wickham discussed African Americans in the global
market place and Lapsansky presented "New Perspectives on History: The Black Woman Asks the
Questions." Esposito, who stared in Spike Lee's
movie, "Do the Right Thing," talked about his personal fight to eliminate stereotyping and eradicate
racism.
The play "When Chickens Came Home to Roost"

dramatized the confrontation between Elijah
Muhammad and Malcolm X. It was the first
Afrocentric event to play in -the new Joan C. Edwards
Playhouse located in Marshall's Fine and Performing
Arts Center.
Also included was "Beyond the Dream: Part V, The
Writers, The Story, The Legacy," a teleconference
broadcast to 275 locations nationwide. "A Day with
the Elderly" brought more than 50 students and staff
together with 20 elderly African American local
residents who shared their life-long experiences of
growing up in Huntington.
An African Wedding ceremony was recreated by
children from the Young Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church, and a talent show and masquerade
ball were presented in the student center at Marcos.
Joseph Davis, president of the Black United Students Organization, presented the speech, "Fertilizing a Seed to Grow, " and Gospel Night featured the
Marshall University Mass Choir.
Black History Month concluded with a panel discussion titled "Africa, Americans, and Caribbean
Global Perspectives: Faces From the Bottom of the
Well," and a soul food feast at the Campus Christian
Center.

French honorary tempts and entices, yet only
appeals to students willing to go for the gold
arshall's French
Honorary Society,
Phi Delta Phi,
offered students
French food, French
movies, the opportunity to speak
the language and much more.
However. only about 10 members
took advantage of the French
honorary during the 1992-1993
school year.
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Dr. Jacqueline Guttman, associate
professor of modern languages
and advisor to Phi Delta Phi.
attributed the low membership to
its strict requirements.
To become a member, students
must complete the first two years
of French and an additional class.
Other requirements include a
grade point average of a 3.0 in
French classes and a grade point
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average of at least a 2.8 in all
other classes.
Guttman said initiation took
place only once a year.
"Phi Delta Phi is for the students,
but the better students."
by Carol Elmore

Spanish honorary seeks
awareness and recognition
Sigma Delta Pi, Beta Kappa Chapter, the
campus Spanish honorary society, was sponsored by Dr. Maria Tulia Gomez-Avila and
founded in 1948.
The society's purpose is to honor those who
seek and attain excellence in studying the
Spanish language, literature and culture; make
Hispanic contributions to modern culture better
known, and promote friendly relations.
There are three types of members in the society. Active members are those who are initiated - they must have a 2. 75 minimum overall
grade point average and at least a 3.0 GPA in
Spanish courses. They also must have had at
least one class taught primarily in Spanish such
as literature. Honorary members can be teachers who work to promote the society ' s purposes. Special members are individuals, such
as writers, who receive special recognition for
promoting peaceful relations among Hispanics .
"Amigos de Sigma Delta Pi" is a complementary
organization to the honorary. This group is
composed of those who are taking Spanish
courses but who may not meet all the requirements for Sigma Delta Pi. This group was
started in 1989 by Claudia Salas, an international student from Columbia. Sigma Delta Pi's
1992-93 president was Bridget Nichols, Wheeling senior.
During the honorary's annual initiation, members shared their experiences with the Spanish
language.
"One student lost her VISA while abroad she was granted admission to a Hispanic country when she showed them her Sigma Delta Pi
card," Dr. Gomez-Avila said.
Sigma Delta Pi also hosted the Third Annual
Hispanic Cultural Awareness Week at Marshall ,
involving guest speakers from other countries,
music, movies, dancing and other presentations.
by Jennifer Ballard
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AED (PRE-HEALTH PROFESSIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY): (front) Loretta Moore, Bob Miller, Marie
Majdalany, Amanda Liggett, Chris Cook, Mike
Cochran (back) Stephanie Lintz, Tammy Wallace,
Kelli McDonald, Dave Majdalany, Jeanette Bailey,
Chris Mega

CEU FILM COMMITIEE: Megan Bradley, Kelly
Carrabba, Susie Marincil, AnnMarie Merritt, Scott
Horsefield, Chris McAdams, Michael Martin

misc.
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DELTA ZETA: (front) Dezra Javins, Melody
McNeel, Carrie Kopas, Erin Doberty(back) Teresa
Rinaldi, Cindy Cruz, Andrea Fuller, Kristen York,
Janet Marcum, Emily Dunie, Julie Townsend ,
Donna Bolden Angela McClure

DELTA ZETA: (front) Sonia Hatcher, Stacey Boso,
Kim Nichols, Mia McMellon, Wendy Brown (back)
Jennifer Marsh, Melinda Dingess, Cathy Clower,
Rhonda Felsor, Kristen Monroe, Kathy Sawvel,
Amanda Boso, Krista Hays, Jenifer Treloar, Jen
Swanson, Shari White, Jodi VanMetre

During Homecoming week a bonfire was
sponsored by Campus Entertainment Unlimited .

Academics &. Organizations
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PHI MU: (front) April Knight, Lisa Mattson, Renee'
Dolin 'Michelle McCoy, Chasity Mays, Kristy
Dingess, Jennie Meredith (back) Anfela
Daugherty, Shawnee Dodd, Amy Dingess, Melissa
Morrison, Tonia-Lynn Barnett, Claudette Rizzi,
Pam Gormastic

PHI MU: (front) Shannon Jerrome, Lisa Copley,
Kara Torellli, Terrie Roberts, Jennifer Glick,
Nichole Jimenez, Debroah Dunlap (back) Ashley
Graham, Amy Yost, Carol Elmore, Nikki Johnson,
Heather Michaelson, Laura Fuller, Julie Cornwell,
Amy Michelle Levine

Academics &... Organizations
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BLACK GREEK COUNCIL: Eunice Houston,
Colette Brown, Lisa Trammell, Orlando Craighead,
Joseph Davis, Ernaest Drummer, Austin G.
Johnson, Lisa M. Allen, Adviser, Marvin Childress,
Jr.

KAPPA DELTA Pl: (front) Jackie Britton, Barbara Linville, Mary Dye (back) Kevin Roberts,
Angelica Berry, Rebecca Kniceley, Carl Johnson
Taking advantage of the many trees on campus
April Wheeler, Charleston Senior plays in a leaf
pile near the Memorial Student Center.
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Pl DELTA PHI: Dr. Jacqueline M. Guttman, Debra
Drum (not pictured) Jennifer Buzzard, Mariam
Bashar, Donald Biola, Denise Jones, Jenny Floyd

BAPTIST CAMPUS MINISTRY: (front) Wayne
Legg, James Guinn, Shelia Artrip, Paul Raybon
(second) Leaonard Finley, Holly Kendall, Ann
Henderson, Tony Stillwell, Dale Myers, Anne
Raybon, Johnna Gaunch (third) Jay Neal, Tammy
Reedy, Rachel Cobb, Stephanie Hall, Bridget
Nichols, Shelly Nutter, Scott Dailey, Tim Scarberry,
Laura Mckinney, Roger Lovett, Lisa Carrico (back)
Dannny Morrison, Dave Gillispie, Alex Kendal,
Louie Gaunch, Tom Rittinger, Aimee Barnette,
Wayne Dailey, Holly Robertson, Celeste Pelfry,
Eric Strother, Carma Hammonds, Jeff Losh, Tami
Opyoke
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GAMMA BETA PHI OFFICERS: Amy McCorkey
-Vice President, Tracie Brunicardi-President,
Raaja Narula-Treasurer, Kimberly Davis - Corresponding Secretary, Jodi Gillerwater- Recording Secretary

HOLDERBY RESIDENT ADVISORS STAFF:
(front) Donita Pepper, Mike Serrauto, Greg Jones,
TRacey Mallet, Matt Himmelrick, Rodney Pell, Carl
Champ (back) Julie Farley, Jeri Morris, Danell
Henthorne, Todd Wooten, Angie Adkins, Georgia
Coleman, Danielle Scott, Steve Wolgast, Joseph
Davis
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IFC: (front) Stacy Thompson, Ivan Dixon, Chad
Adkins (back) Merritt Henderson, Andy Hermandorfer, Kevin Grose, John Litton Steven
Shapiro. (not pictured) Matt Leary

PHI DELTA THETA: Phil Keister, Chris Howard,
Micheal Peterson, Michael Parent; Stacy Thompson, Shawn Gainer, John Gilmore (not pictured)
Ron Gazdik, Terry Bennett, Jeff Patton, Tom Via,
Richard Hunt-Chapter Adviser, Dr. Charles
Lloyd-Faculty Advisor.

During Halloween, area children participate in a
party sponsored by RHA.
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SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA: (front) Melissa Bonzo,
Renee Nelson, Amy Pelfrey, Christine Connell,
Sarah Tidquist (second) Stacey Macari, Tracey
Connor, Stephanie Preston, Brandy Pollastrini,
Jesse Norman (back) Stephanie Price, Gina Blair,
Kim Hamlin, Stacy Preston, Dianna Randolph,
Christy Takich, Stephanie Breuss, Cindy Posco

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA: (front) Andra Foster,
Allison, Swick, Michelle Romine, Molly Lynn, Patty
Justice, (second) Anna Larson, Lori Mullins, Cheryl
Chaffins, Heather Hawes, Melissa Morrison, Beth
Keatley, Ginger Wright (back) Susan Canterbury,
Sarah Ferguson, Juliet Matthews, Jennifer Aeizlo,
Christy Smith, Jennifer Akers, Erin Robertson,
Nicole Clendennin, Robin Leibert, Wendy Barker,
Jodi House, Kim Dixon
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CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

During Black History Month, children from the
Young Chapel African Methodist Episcopal
Church recreate an African wedding. The wedding was one of 13 events that took place
during February in celebration of Black History
Month. The theme for the occasion was "A
Chapter On Our Heritage".
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AXE (PROFESSIONAL CHEMISTRY FRATERNITY): (front) Marc Hutton, Marie Majdalany, David
Majdalany, Bob Miller, Rhonda Bartram (back)
Chris Wysong, Charles Priestley, Chris Mega,
Loretta Moore, Terry Hughes

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION: (front)
Erik Linsell, David Vickers, Cheryl Chaffins, Jake
Turner, Chad Miller, Renee Parson, Emilio Veltri,
Angie Grant, Ricia Wamsley, Jenifer Treloar, Leigh
Ann Lord, Dr. Deanna Mader (back) Caryn Foster,
Angie Coffman, Jeff Noble, Tom Elkins, Rhonda
Felser, Marshall M. Hamilton, Jesse Bollinger,
Melody McNeel, Erin Doherty, Dr. Mary CourtnerCallius, Jason Rowe
not pictured: Dr. Fred Mader
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STUDENT SENATE: (front) Sheri R. Werkley,
Stephanie Sprague, Misty Saul , Charin Douglas,
Jessica Zajac, Dara Porfeli, Michelle Glover,
Michele Morgan (back) Marklinskey, Brian Brown ,
Ken Saunders, Kevin Hopeck, Jeff Price, Brad
Fritro, Mike Miller

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS, SIGMA DELTA CHI: Carol Malcom, Andrea
Bond, Maureen Johnson, Emilie Burch , Allison
Barker, Lisa Earl, Nerissa Young, Ana Menendez,
Carol Elmore, Michelle Randolph (back)Takaaki
lwabu, Mattthew Turner, Brad McElhinny, Bill
Gardner; Dr. Ralph J. Turner, Greg Collard ,
Michael Belcher, Austin Johnson, Melissa Rake,
Dr. George T. Arnold
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TAU KAPPA EPSILON: (front) Tim Pribe, Dougie
Richmond, Eric Blatt, Safety Hazard, R.J. Brooks,
Chad Smith, Boog Reed ( row 2) Squirrel Grove,
Kevin Levine, Jeremy Luck, Chris Connolly, Matt
Runyun (row 3) Steve Woodward, Pat Moore, Ugly
Little, Mike Godfrey, Lee Gainer (row 4) Troy
Stecik, Owen Jones, Country Pritchard, Darrin
Hall, Aaron English, Dave Snedecker, John
Albright, Brian Kilgore, Jeff Miller, Jeff Mann, Brian
Gillespie, Louie Zollo, Clint Gillespie, Chris Allman,
Steve Boyer, John Baldwin, Eric Wagoner, Bruce
Puscarich, Brad Warner, Markus Block, Arthur
Gabbard, Joey Romano, Justin Lockwood, Barclay
Ison
not pictured: Jim Morrison, Ashley Lockwood, Dale
Biller, Ed Roach, Puck Davis, Todd Hubler, Scott
Wilson, Brandon Kirk, Greg Gelting, Travis
Collquitt, Pete Collman, Brian Whitt, Chris Robson,
Jim Bentine, Shwartz Wheeler
In memory: Jamie Hall
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ALPHA SIGMA PHI

PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY OF
AMERICA: (front) Maggie Rhodes, Mary
Calhoun, Kimberly Carico, Kelli Gates (back) Leo
Bartch, Austin Johnson, Samantha Carney, Tom
McCollum, Ella Bandy, Ashley Day, Julie Hanlon,
Ronn Robinson, Prof. Randy Bobbitt, Claudia
Salas, John Gillmore
not pictured: Rebecca Bookwalter, Lisa Earl,
Shanda Forbes, Julie Vencill, Michael Zieminick,
Emilie Burch, Cheryl Chaffins, Katie Dalton,
Diana Judy, Teresa Nickell, Jackie Anderson,
Rachel Boggs, Shea Butler, Serena Cline, Andrea Collins, Noah Copley, Michael Corsaro,
Merritt Henderson, Liz Johnson, Mike Pauley
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BLACK UNITED STUDENTS - OFFICERS: Joy
Bolden, vice president; Sheree Price, treasurer;
Beatrice Spradley, secretary; Joseph Davis, president

BLACK UNITED STUDENTS: (front) Stephanie
Stevenson, Joy Bolden, Sheree Price, Beatrice
Spradely, Carmelita (row 2) Serena Smith, Crystal
Moore, Stephanie Kidwiler, Anitra Rockhold,
Shawn Lewis, Marc Bandy (row 3) Kimberly
Thompson, Clarice Banks, Shannell Brown,
Jenetta Whirley, Selena Smith (row 4) Lisa Martin,
Arrisa Smith, Brian Wallace, Kenya Smith,
Charlene Nelson (back) Joey Davis, Jeff Joyce

Academics &... Organizations
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Joining together at the annual memorial ceremony , students and alumni
honor victims of the '72 plane crash .

Huddling together for warmth , band
members were loyal to the football
team even during the coldest games.

.
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Smiling to herself, Lori Richmond ,
Moundsville senior, checks out her
new ID. Photos by Brett Hall.
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PEOPLE
Just a Face in the crowd? With over 12,000 students enrolled, it was Easy to become just that.
Students discovered that Marshall offered so
many activities, so it was Impossible to remain
passive. With continous activity, starting with
spring Registration and lasting until Finals, the
student body rarely had the Oppurtunity to be
Idle. Time that wasn't spent Studying was devoted to Campus and community activities.

1

With the Montage of faces on campus also came
a variety of interest. Most student~. Found that
Marshall offered something for Everyone.

People Divider
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The long haul:
Why students pursue advanced degrees
Although the reasons may vary, the goal is the same
- to obtain a master's degree in the quest for a wellpaying and desirable job. Several thousand students
at Marshall University traded in their briefcases for
textbooks to strive for that degree.
A master's degree especially can be beneficial in a
tough job market. With a glut of college graduates
entering the workforce with a diminishing number of
jobs, most employers sought out those with postundergraduate degrees or several years of work
experience.
"I had an undergraduate degree in advertising," said
Lee Ann Ferry , Huntington graduate student. "The
only job I could [find] was selling advertising. That
was not my intent when I chose this field. But there
just aren't any jobs out there particularly if you want
to stay in this area."
Becky Hall, Gassaway graduate student, agreed
with Ferry.
"I was working at the Go-Mart when I found out
that I could go back to school - I have never been
so excited," she said.
The recessionary times not only affected recent
graduates but also many who had been in the
workforce for several years.
"After six years I was laid off. I didn't know what
to do. The more I though about it, the more I realized that this was my perfect chance to return to
school," said one Chillicothe, Ohio, graduate student
who was working toward a master's degree in
business.
Others had entered the workplace and found their
chosen profession less than desirable, prompting

them to return to school.
"I worked for a year and discovered that I really wasn ' t
enjoying my work," said George Watson, Wheeling
graduate student. "It was a tough decision to return to
Marshall." Watson opted to return to Marshall to receive a
master's degree in education.
The choice to return was difficult for many students.
Returning to school meant for most living on a shoestring
budget while enduring graduate papers and comprehensive exams.
"In my field you won't even be considered for a job
without a master's degree," said Kellie Dunlap, Charleston graduate student in counseling.
Many students were fortunate enough to have their
employers pick up the tab for their graduate work.
"My company pays for my schooling. But they do ask
that you make at least a B in your classes. If not, you will
not be reimbursed. So there is some added pressure to do
well," said Brian Wilt Huntington graduate student in
chemistry.
Still others realized that once their initial four years were
completed at Marshall they just weren't ready for the "real
world."
"It was clear to me that I wasn't ready to leave the
comfort of Marshall," said a Wheeling graduate student.
Marshall offered graduate degrees in journalism, business, education, counseling, and science. Financial
assistance also was offered to a large portion of the
graduate students through graduate assistantships. Graduates worked in their departments of speciality often
teaching classes or assisting professors in exchange for a
tuition waiver and stipend.
By Lori Wilt

more money?
respect from peers?
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Denita Angus
Education

Melanie Badgett
Communication Disorders

Evelyn Bannerman
Dietetics

Kendall Beres
Social Studies

Suzanne Cook
Education/Pre-School Handicap

Nancy Fagan
Nursing

Beth Given
COLA

Lisa Jones
Nursing

Mary Morris
Nursing

Kelli Mullens
Learning Disabilities

Debra Munn
Nursing

Shawn Ramsey
Journalism

Claudia Forero Salas
Journalism

Martin Spears
Journalism

Cindy Spinks
Counseling/Rehabilitation

Koji Takayama
Political Science

Jeani Thomas
Nursing

Jian Wang
Education/Administration

Lori Aprea-Wilt
Journalism

Brad Williamson
Journalism

Jay Wright
Counseling/Rehabilitation

Nerissa Young
Journalism

Wei Zhang
Business Education

Graduate Students
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Carla Adkins
Education

Behtel Alemayehu
Chemistry

Jose Almonte
Business

Leslie Asbury
Psychology

Kimberly Dawn Baisi
Finance

Jamie Bare
Criminal Justice

Ronda Barker
Business Management

Amy Lenee Bellomy
Elementary Education

Amy Bias
Elementary Education

Jeff Bishop
Economics

Christopher Boggs
Accounting

Curtis Boggs
Accounting

Teres Bowles
Education

Trina Brannon
Criminal Justice

Emilie Burch
Journalism

Lorri Lee Burford
Marketing

Lurajo Cable
Elementary Education

Lena Cade
Psychology

Heather Campbell
Elementary Education

Kevin Campbell
Athletic Training
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Getting the perfect job
Don't let today's job market get you down. There are jobs
available for aggressive job seekers.
•Look for directories that list
employers geographicallycheck Waldenbooks, B. Dalton or
Cole's. After you purchase your
book, develop your 'hit list' of
companies you would consider
working for.

sors and internship directors. Or,
go through your Rolodex and
make a daily list of contacts to
call. Not only will you show
interest by staying in touch, you
may also come across a lead that
could develop into a high-paying
position.

•Make looking for work a 9 to 5
job.
How? It's easy. Set yourself up
in an 'office' such a corner of your
apartment or your parents'
kitchen and draft a list of business
contacts you have made as a
student. (Purchasing a Rolodex
will help you to keep track of
your networking system in an
organized manner.)

•Don' t jump the gun on BIG
companies or organizations.
Think small. Gain experience,
contacts and references; then, go
for the gusto.
For example, if your dream job
is with the federal government,
check with the political science
department on openings in the
legislature of your home state.

•Research companies in your
field that you are interested in.
Research will help you put together a cover letter that may
dazzle prospective employers and
lead to a fabulous job.

• Attend field related seminars
and meetings. You will have
tremendous networking opportunities (i.e: you will make tons of
contacts) while keeping up to
date on important information.

• After sending out your resume
and cover letter, develop followup strategies. For instance, check
in monthly with former profes-

• Always look for new leads.
Even if a job doesn't sound PERFECT, check the lead out anyway.
It could mean something better is

just around the corner.
•Read business magazines and journals, such
as Business Week and the
Wall Street Journal. Also
check out trade publications and newspapers
(national and local).
•Work as a temporary
until something permanent comes along.
•Be a chameleon; adapt
to your environment.
• Check out a community
college for classes. This is
especially a good idea if
you've decided to pursue
another field.
• Contacts, contacts,
contacts. Most people
land jobs because they
know someone who
knows someone.
ALWAYS check in with
your contacts.
Cosmo's Life After College Spring 1992 Special

Seniors
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Audra Carey
Business Education

Samantha Carney
Journalism

Carl Champ
Business Management

Susan Chandler
Paralegal

Chris Childers
Accounting

David Christie
Biology

Serena Cline
Journalism

Debra Conner
Education

Clara Cooke
Political Science

Michelle Cooper
Elementary Education

Vendi Costello
Education

Camissa Cross
Elementary Education

Steve Cuthbert
Social Studies Education

Ashley Day
Public Relations

Melanie Day
Elementary Education

Heather Davenport
Communication Studies

Adrienne Davis
Psychology

Kimberly Elkins
Geology

Tonya Farley
Finance/Business Law

Tabetha Farmer
Business Information Sys.
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Interviewing successfully
A guide on how to anticipate questions possible
employers will ask and how to answer them
"Tell me about yourself."
This is the ice-breaking; bonecrushing question that interviewers start off with.
Interviewers don't want to hear
you recant your exploits at
Robby's (or any other local bar).
They want a brief (2 minute) life
history highlighting your strongest selling points. This enables
them to determine if you are a
good candidate for the job.
To make things easier on your
part, memorize your response.
"What kind of a job do you
really want?"
Do not blow this one. If you are
interviewing for a radio spot, say
deejaying, don't go off on a tangent about filming documentaries
of epic proportions. Instead,
explain that you hope to use
broadcasting experience gained
with the station to help launch a
career in film production.
"Why do you think you'd do
well here?"
The answer to this question can
be based upon research you've
done about the company. For
instance, if you are applying as a
public relations assistant with the
water company, site environmental reasons.
Also, check out the company
before they check you out. Go

there and see how people are
dressed. This will give you an
idea of how to dress for the interview.
"What kind of experience do you
have?"
Okay, this one is tough. Interviewers know that we don't
graduate with instant experience.
We have to learn.
However, give concrete examples of what you did learn
while planning dorm events, or
sorority I fraternity rushes.
"Tell me about a job you disliked."
Don't view this question as an
opportunity to whine. Focus on
the positives of the negatives. For
example, if you worked fast food,
you learned how to be a team
player.
"Where do you see yourself five
years from now?"
Your answer should be insightful. Display thought, self-awareness and a desire to achieve in
your response.
"What kind of salary do you
think you' re worth?"
This is the make or break question. The best answer is: "What I
earn should be based on my
contribution."
Compiled from Cosmo's Life After College special
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Annette Fedornock
Biology

Amanda Fields
COLA

Sherin Marie Fitzpatrick
Speech Pathology

Shanda Forbes
Public Relations

Matthew Thomas Forget
Accounting

John R. Goodwin
Journalism

Michele A. Gorby
Elementary Education

Sara Green
Elementary Education

Trina Griffin
Advertising

Heidi Hagerman
Biology

Marshall M. Hamilton III
Marketing

Kimberly Harmon
Business Education

Susan Harshbarger
Speech Pathology

Steven Harvath
Parks/Conservation

Angela Sue Hawkins
Marketing

Kenneth Hawkins
Business

Kimberly Hendricks
Psychology

Kellie Hicks
Elementary Education

William Hicks
Accounting

Julie Rae Hill
Mathematics
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Hard habits to brealz
It's said that life begins after college.
If this is true, then bad habits should be left
in your scrapbook.
"Like, omigod, he said, like,
'You are so cool,' like, 'we
should go out,' like ... "
•Like, stop saying like. Then stop
making statements that end with
question marks.

Jewelry
•Jewelry constitutes gold, silver,
stone and pearls. Go through
your jewelry box. Rid it of L's that
stand for Laverne, frayed string
bracelets, and earrings that look
like food or animals.

"Mom? Hi. Um, I just saw
the coolest stereo at circuit
city. Could I borrow $1,500
. . ."NOT!
•Being grown up means making
it on your own. Don't ask you
folks for money unless you've just
eaten the last pack of Ramen
Noodles.

Perfume

Fashion faux pas
•Wearing a tight miniskirt while tooling around
town in your best friend's
CRX.

•Ea ting Baskin Robbin's
World Class Chocolate
while wearing white as
you sit in the rose garden
at Ritter Park on a sunny
day.
•Showing up for a party
in a Sweet Valley Highsty le acid washed denim
ruffle skirt paired with a
tight black knit halter.
• Birkenstocks with dirty
socks .
•Actually going out in
what you wore to a final.
•Big hair with Farrahesque wings.
•Sorority letters in bars.
•Trying to be what you
are not.

•Real women (i.e: wage earners)
don't wear Love's Baby Soft or
Patchouli.
Adult women wear fragrances
that are extensions of themselves
like Beautiful or Lif Claiborne.
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Gene Holland III
Legal Studies

Shane Holmes
Biology

Brad Houck
Criminal Justice

Terry Hughes V
Chemistry

Tracie Jarvis
Speech Pathology

Elizabeth Johnson
Journalism

Amy Jones
Elementary Education

Beth Keatley
Education

Joni King
Medical Secretary

Anna Kuhn
Finance

Irving David Kushner
Management

Valerie Lamp
Criminal Justice

Leigh Ann Layne
Elementary Education

Kelsia Leonard
Counseling

Laurence Kevin Levine
Marketing

Stephanie Lilly
Business Education

Christy Liming
Criminal Justice

Kathy Liming
Liberal Arts

Stephanie Lintz
Chemistry

Barbara Gail Linville
Elementary Education
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Resume refinements:
getting the interview (and maybe the job) you're after
SCENARIO: You've just returned from mailing your last batch of resumes at the
post office. You kick off your shoes, hit 'Play' on the answering machine and
flop onto the couch with a soda. Then you choke on the first swig as you hear
Mr. Snooty from the 2KUL Co. rant about the resume that you spent a whole 15
minutes perfecting.
You, as an applicant, have a
whopping 30 seconds to impress
someone impressive with your
resume. During this make-it-orbreak-it period, the resume is
scrutinized for signs of creativity,
confidence, clarity, professionalism, neatness and energy.
You also have only one piece of
paper on which to present these
talents and abilities.
Uh-oh. Where do you start?
Try dividing the resume into
subjects by using subheads.
Subheads include career objective, education, experience, activities and interests.
The statement listed as your
career objective should be brief,
specific and articulate. Don't
write something vague - "A
management-trainee position in a
major corporation." Your statement should be more informative
than not. For instance, "A management-trainee position as a
graphic designer with the Aldus
Corpora tion."
Your education segment should
list each degree you've received
and the college or university
name, address (city and state) and
year. Also include scholarships,
awards and honors (such as the

Dean's List).
In the experience
segment, include
internships and previous jobs. (If you
worked at Lazarus,
were you a top salesperson?)
List activities of all
sorts. Activities show
recruiters that you
participated in college
life. Participation in
intramural sports,
student publications
and Greek organizations have often given
students their only
chance to show success outside of their
university setting.
When listing interests,
consider what you want to
include. Don't include
things that you feel are
silly. However, do include
interests that require discipline, organization and
creativity.
Should you furnish
references? It's not necessary. You may want to add
"References available upon
request" to your resume.

(304) 696-6666

K. John Doe
309 McCoy Rd.
Huntington , W.Va.

25701
Career objective

ljaskdfljlfjlfjlfj fljalfjlfllllllllll ksdkkdk
dkksdkldkfd .

Education

Graduate, W. Page Pitt School of
Journalism & Mass Communications, Marshall University,
Huntington, W.Va.

Experience

•kjdflksdf;lsd dlfkjasd ; lkdfls kjh
•dfhaf fjsdlfj dflkjsdf
•kdjfldkf flkjsdf ldkfj dfkljf
•fjdf;lsdjfosldjf kdfj dljk I lfi

Activities

•Member, Lamda Chi Alpha
•Soccer team
•PRSSA
•Pi Kappa Phi

Interests

dkfsadlj sdrfldf;lkas lsdsadkdj
kdfnfjfjfo wesidj edk edjedop2wk

!

cover letters
•Typed on typewriter
•Briefly cover skills
and accomplishments
•Tell when and
where you can be
reached
•Include address and
phone number

Seniors
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Gina Long
Phsyics

Rise Lovell
Education

Marnie Loew
Health Care Management

Sharon Lucas
Education

Michelle Mason
Accounting

Casandra Maynard
Marketing

Kelli McDonald
Biology

Jacqueline McGinnis
Education

Julia McMillian
Nursing

Heather Michaelson
Marketing

James Miller
Biology

Michael Miller
Geography

Thomas Miller III
Public Relations

Arelia Moore
Criminal Justice

Terri Moore
Legal Assisting

Shelley Neal
Special Education

David Newsome
Theater

Amie Nutter
Broadcasting/Speech

Jennifer Osborne
History

James Parker
Criminal Justice
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great grad gift ideas (hint, hint)
•Ben & Jerry's franchise

•Honda Del Sol in MU
green

•Money to drive cross
country and a Jeep to do it
In

•Tons of easy-to-follow
•Apple Mac (fully loaded), cookbooks
color monitor & laser
•Tickets to next year's
printer
Superbowl and World
•Cordless phone
Series games

•Money to bum around
Europe (&three month
Eurail pass)

•Membership to the Y
•Mustang convertible
•Boob job - NOT!
•Madonna on a silver
platter (dead)

•Lingerie from Victoria's
Secret

•Apartment stuff

•Cannon or Nikon 35 mm
cameras with lenses, tripod, flash ...

• 1971 Kharman Ghia

•A year's subscription to
The Parthenon

•Trip to Australia

•Daily planner

•Ski equipment (water or
snow)

•Stocks

•B-mer
•Surf lessons in Hawaii
•A killer stereo system

•Lane cedar chest

•Trip to Disneyland or
Disneywor ld

•Tickets to all of the
summer's Dead shows

•Jet ski

•Camping equipment

• Volkswagon Bus

•New wardrobe work, of course

for

•Money to pay off school
loans

•Gift certificate for a massage at Elizabeth Arden
Red Door salon in NYC

•TV and VCR

•Ralph Lauren wardrobe

• Montblanc pen

•Rolex

rJJ
(l)

•Tickets to Andrew Lloyd
Webber's Phantom of the
Opera

•Subscription to the Wall
Street Journal

•Friendship

~

•Luggage set (Gucci)

~·

0

•Love
•A year of paid car insurance

~

•Peace

rJJ
Seniors
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Melissa Pennington
Communication Disorders

Donita Pepper
Graphic Design

J aiyme Peterman
Elementary Education

Julie Anne Rice
Elementary Education

Mollie Riddle
Criminal Justice

Teresa Rinaldi
Criminal Justice

Kevin Roberts
Elementary Education

Shawna Lee Rocknich
Nursing

Taclan Romey
Theater/Political Science

Jody Runyon
Speech Pathology

Diana Ryle
Dietetics

Adrien Scales
Criminal Justice

Brent Scarberry
Health Care Management

Darrin Sealey
Economics/Political Science

Lori Shamblen
Speech Pathology

Marlo Shaver
Finance/Business Law

Keith Simmons
Music Education

Leah Spry
Psychology

Pamela Stinette
Accounting

Beverly Swann
Accounting
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class of '93
Seniors
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Heather Aldridge-Tackett
Education

Gina Endicott-Thompson
Education

KathrynThymius
Parks, Leisure Rec.

Stanley Trimble
Business Inform. Sys.

Trent True
Political Science

Thomas Turnbull
Marketing

Timothy Tweed
Criminal Justice

Jennifer Tyson
Education

Michiko Uematsu
Communication Studies

Sundy Updike
Elementary Education

Stephanie Van Camp
Political Science/History

Erin VanHorn
Elementary Education

Kelle Vogel
Theater

Tammy Lynn Wallace
Chemistry

Robin Renee Waller
Business Education

Julie Webb
Elementary Education

Sheri Weekley
Education

Dedera Weese
Legal Assisting

April Wheeler
Journalism

Cynthia White
Marketing
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Harless White
Social Studies

Ingrid White
Athletic Training

Gina Williamson
Pre-Engineering

James Wilson
Accounting

grade gossip

Academic excellence
or some Marshall students, academic excellence is not just a
target to aim toward, but a bullseye they continually hit.
Suzanne L. House, New Madison, Ohio, junior, maintained a
4.0 grade point average heading
into her third year of college.
"I feel like I have a responsibility to do my best," she said.
And the best for her is perfection.
House majored in secondary
education with specializations in
Spanish and English. She said her
strategy was to take a large number of hours, about 23, and spend
evenings and at least one weekend day studying.
One goal for her junior year was
to make more time for people and
extra-curricular activities, she
said. She was involved with
PROWL (People Reaching Out
With Love) - a campus Christian
organization, Habitat for Humanity and performed piano accompaniment for the university
chorus. Her high grade point
average is a "cushion to fall back
on" if her other activities now
took extra time.
Mariam P. Bashar, Falls Church,
Va., senior cited
overcommittment to both activities and academics as contributors
to her 3.95 grade point average.
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"I had a lot to do above and
beyond academics, which got in
my way of achieving even
higher," she said.
Bahar was a
biology major,
president of the
Muslin Students
Association and a
tutor. She said
tutoring other
people helped her
own understand- ...,.
ing because she
had to explain
concepts simply
and clearly to
others. Bashar
said tutoring and
study groups
reinforced classroom lectures.
She recommended both to
Jenneifer A. Harrell,
students who want to excel.
Tuard , Fla. senior
Jennifer F. Buzzard, Glen Dale
junior, also maintained a 3.95
GPA. She described herself as a
perfectionist.
"I deliberately set out to get a
4.0. It was disappointing to get a
B but at least now some of the
pressure to maintain the 4.0 is
off," she said.
Buzzard said she studied during
the day so she could relax in the
evenings. She said she tried to

'-.......l •

Amy Kate Adams
Counseling/Rehabilitation

Luther Adams
Management

Joseph Aldrich
Education

Tracy Aldridge
Special Education

Lisa Ash
Counseling/Rehabilitation

Mirza Baig
Finance

Brian Bailey
Phsyics

Angelica Berry
Elementary Education

Michelle Birch
Elementary Education

Andrea Bond
Journalism

Daniel Bonnett
Math/Physics

Kim Borton
Education

Angela Boyce
Business

Colette Brown
COLA

Rene Browning
Pharmacy

Tracie Leigh Brunicardi
Elementary Education

Shea Butler
Journalism

Marsella Childress
Banking/Finance

Nikki Collins
Markeing Education

Bill Cotton
Computer Science

Juniors
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grade gossip
avoid the procrastination that breeds "allnighters." To have a high GPA you have to "be
willing to put
some work into
it."
James S. Darcy
III, Pittsburgh,
Pa., junior, took
the opposite
study approach.
"I'm a night
person and
sometimes last
minute work is
unavoidable,"
he said. Darcy majored in psychology and Spanish. His grade point average was 3.9. He added
that he did not adhere to a rigid study schedule but
studies "whenever it happens to work out." He
advised students to search out what study habits
are most effective for them.
"If what you're doing isn't working for you,
don't be afraid to try something different," he said.
In addition to academics, Darcy was active with
the Cabell County Child Protection Team. He
traveled to elementary schools and led child assault prevention workshops. He said no one
pressured him to make A's but it was something
he did for his own personal satisfaction.
Jennifer A. Harrell, Stuart Fla., senior, economics
major, also maintained a 3.95 average with a full
extra-curricular life. She worked at the Army
Corps of Engineers and was a member of the
Alpha Chi Omega sorority, the Student Organization for Alumni Relations and Omicron Delta
Epsilon, the economics honorary.
Harrell said one of the most difficult challenges
for students is allocating time in an efficient way."

story and pictures by Tracy Mallet
Suzanne L. House, New Madison, Ohio junior
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Miriam P. Bashar, Falls Church , Va. junior (above right)

Cathy Craig

~-

Elementary Education

Kelly Daniel
Psychology

Joseph Davis
COLA

Mark Diiorio
English/Broadcasting

Eric Dotson
Psychology

Julie Dowell
Marketing

Angie Dunlap
Journalism

Deborah Dunlap
COLA

Alcia Eldridge
Education

Sarah Farrell
Journalism/Advertising

Lisa Ferguson
Elementary Education

Andrew Foy
Pre-Med

Leigh Ann Gardner
Science

Randy Gibbs
Sports Medicine

Joe Goheen
Business Tech

Misty Gore
Speech Pathology

Amy Grady
Medical Technology

Mary Gullett
Nursing

Angela Gumbarevic
Fine Arts

Susan Guthrie
Journalism

Juniors
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recreation---------------

Intramural sports: just try 'em
s the whistle blows, the friendships shared by the students
momentarily disappear as they
become opponents determined to
capture the President's Cup.
According to Thomas Lovins,
director of recreation sports, in
February approximately 4,500 to
5,000 students were competing in
Marshall's intramural program. "I
feel the program we offer is the
best value for the student's
money there is within the university," Lovins said
The intramural staff introduces
one or two new events each year,
but also offer traditional sports
including basketball, volleyball,
and racquetball. Such non-traditional sports as pickleball and the
turkey run were also offered.
Lovins said, "We stick with what
has been successful in the past."
The President's Cup has become
added incentive for the organizations in the residence halls, fraternities, open or women's division
to participate. The trophy is
awarded annually to the organi-

0
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zation receiving the greatest
number of points throughout the
year.
Terri Lilly, co-captain of the
1992 winning team (10th floor
Twin Towers West) said, "The
President's Cup presents students
with an opportunity to take part
in friendly competition and be
rewarded for their efforts.
An award is also given annually
to the team that shows exceptional sportsmanship. The Otto
"Swede Gullickson Sportsmanship Award was also awarded to
the 10th floor of TTW.
Stephanie Smith, co-captain of
the team, said, "Winning the
sportsmanship award was a great
honor for the floor. No matter if
we would win or lose, we always
kept our chins up and tried
harder the next time."
In addition to the President's
Cup and the Sportsmanship
award, champion T-shirts are
presented to the first place winners in each event.
by Diana Judy

.........

Jennifer Hancock
Criminal Justice

Julie Ann Hanlon
Journalism

Nancy Harless
Education

Rachel Harpold
Education

Jamie Hartenbach
Accounting

Jayme Hayes
Elementary Education

Ann Hendricks
English

Andrea Hensley
Special Education

Robert Holt
Math Education

atricia Huffman
Psychology

Kelly Hughart
Nursing

Marc Jones
Zoology

Marsha King
Early Childhood Education

Rebecca Kniceley
Elementary Education

Harper Kroeger
Speech Pathology

Adam Andrew Kushner
Business Management

Amanda Liggett
Science

Carol Malcolm
Journalism

Tracy Mallett
Journalism

Rina Markum
Pre-Medicine

Juniorss
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Angela McClure
Psychology

Rebecca McComas
Elemetary Education

Tamara McCrady
Special Education

Tracy Miller
Biology

Loretta Moore
Science

Jason Morris
Education

Kimberly Nichols
History

Sara Parsons
Medical Records

·~
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Billie Sue Pauley
Education

David Phillips
Management

Michael Picklesimer
Elementary Education

Jill Powell
Criminal Justice

Sheree Price
COLA

Karen Renick
Spanish

Raquel Ricard
Journalism

Camela Rogers
Health Care Management

Tonya Salyers
Education

David Sampies
Management

Edna Sanchez
Medical Records

Douglas Shilot
Elementary Education

Jennifer Smith
Science

Beatrice Spradley
Business Education

Brenda Stooke
French

Denise Thompson
Nursing

Christine Willis
COLA

Kristin Wood
Nursing

Kristina Wood
Psychology

Isaac Woodrum
Communications

Juniors
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Libby Jo Baisden
Finance

Tonya Ball
Management

Patricia Banning
Speech Pathology

Jennifer Bartrum
Pre-Physical Therapy

Lisa Beth Boggess
Biology Education

Marcie Burner
Speech Pathology

Thomas Steven Cantley
Education

Ladonna Carnes
Criminal Justice

Rhonda Kay Chapman
Nursing

John Clagg
Liberal Arts

Kimberly Coffman
Mathematics

Liberty Cox
Counseling

Christina Craig
Medical Secretary

Theresa Dalton
Criminal Justice

Emma Durst
Accounting

Ginger Eichelberger
Aviation Technology

Sonja Fairfax
Business Information Sys.

Catherine Faulkner
Data Processing

April Ferrebee
Legal Assisting

Danette Flowers
Accounting
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talkin' 'bout

Sinners in the hands of a
zany preacher
e was on campus to call attention
to what he said are students' sins
- drunkenness, fornication,
sodomy, homosexuality, masturbation, adultery, abortion and
rock 'n' roll.
But, the attention of the crowd
gathered on the Memorial Student Center Plaza September 16
was focused on Thomas P.
Carlisle and not his preachings.
Atop a concrete platform,
Carlisle, a representative of Campus Ministry, U.S.A., screamed
about fire and brimstone in front
of about 100 students on the plaza
before being removed by campus
police.
"STUDENTS! You have finals
coming up," Carlisle said. "Not
with Marshall, but with God. And
God doesn't grade on a curve."
"I just came here to exercise my
right to free speech on public
grounds."
MU Security Officer J.E. Terry
said Carlisle was removed because university policy requires

registration of a mass gathering
with the Office of Student Affairs
48 hours before the event.
Terry escorted Carlisle to the
Office of Student Affairs to request permission for a mass
gathering, but Dr. Nell Bailey,
dean of student affairs, wasn't
available to grant a permit. In lieu
of university approval, Carlisle
was permitted to speak just
outside the plaza at a sidewalk
concourse.
Carlisle continued preaching
outside the plaza for most of the
afternoon.
"Rock 'n' roll teaches selfgratification and rebellion against
authority and parents," he said.
Carlisle, who said he is a 1984
welding engineer graduate of
Ohio State University, called his
alma matter "Ohio Sin University."
"There are a lot of horny perverts running around. I ought to
know because [in college] I was
one of them. I excelled in sin."

Sophomores

13 1

Marcy Gentry
Education

Victoria Grover
Pre-Pharmacy

Shawn Gutherie
Pre-Pharmacy

Stephanie Hainer
English

Brett Hall
Chemistry

Kelley Hall
Speech Pathology

Christi Halstead
Chemistry

Derek Hamilton
Liberal Arts

Jennifer Hammack
Business

Jenny Hammontree
Education

Jason Hayes
Accounting

Angela Holstine
Nursing

Mark Horseley
Social Work

Jennifer Jacobs
Elementary Education

Shannon Jerrome
Elementary Education

Brian Johnson
Education

Maureen Johnson
Journalism

Gabbard Arthur Kasey
Pre-Pharmacy

Thomas Keffer
Broadcasting

Katrina Kelley
Accounting

13 2
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do you remember?

U.S. Troops in Somalia
Shetland Island Oil Spill
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Lisa Kelley
Nursing

Sajid Khan
Computer Science

Anne Kilkenny
Liberal Arts

Karyn Lawson
Speech Pathology

Garland Wayne Legg, Jr.
Education

Sam Litteral
Science

Molly Lynn
Environmental Geography

Kimberly Maertins
Community College

Kara Marcum
Journalism

Jenny McCann
Nursing

Lori McComas
Nursing

Angela McGinnis
Pre-Veterinary

Melanie McHenry
Liberal Arts

Kimberly Means
Accounting

Erica Midkiff
Liberal Arts

Glen Allen Midkiff
Counseling

Jenny Miller
Education

Andrea Montgomery
Education

Carmelita Moore
English Education

Meghan Morrall
Education
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'toon talk

Ren+ Stimpy -- Fun
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est Virginia has never been
known for being on the cutting
edge of fashion. It always seems
that just when we get hold of a
trend, everyone else is letting it
go. At Marshall University in
Huntington, W.Va., however,
students had been there all the
way to watch the rise of two new
cartoon stars, Ren and Stimpy.
Ren and Stimpy, in fact, made it
big in a way that does them
proud. Not only did they have
their television show, but they
also had a comic book published
monthly by Marvel. Add to that
the huge amount of Ren and
Stimpy merchandise that could be
purchased and you had quite an
impressive display.
But what made them so popular? Why did college students
wear Ren and Stimpy T-shirts,
carry Ren and Stimpy packs, read
Ren and Stimpy comic books,
watch The Ren and Stimpy show,
and perhaps practice the Ren and
Stimpy Transcendental Meditation Method. ("Hey," Ren said.
"A good scam ees a good scam,

man.")
Perhaps because it was fun.
Ren and Stimpy was satire of the
finest degree. That is the kind
where you can get the joke. They
made dictatorships funny. They
showed Christmas for what it is.
They pointed a finger at the world
and laughed, which is what wise
men have been saying for thousands of years we should do.
College students, for obvious
reasons, appreciated that.
What they also appreciated was
the fact that Ren and Stimpy were
funny. The show was funny and
the humor lost little in the transfer
to the comic book. In fact Ren and
Stimpy even were funny to look at.
The talking dolls, the ones whose
belly buttons you pull to make
them talk, were funny. And perhaps funniest of all was that they
got their start on Nickelodeon. That
made one wonder.
So there it is. We at Marshall
loved Ren and Stimpy because it
was fun and funny. That's not so
bad a reason.

Sophomores

13 5

Zalimoon Mustapha-Faridi
Accounting

Amandia June Mynes
Pre-Pharmacy

Bridget Nelson
Education

Renee Nelson
Pre-Pharmacy

Amy Nichols
Medical Records

Shannon Opyoke
Broadcasting

John Pennington
Science

Lisa Perry
Business Managment

Charles Priestley
Chemistry

Tammy Ray
Accounting

Stephanie Riley
Elementary Education

Kay Roush
Liberal Arts

Sarah Salyers
Community College

Anna Scarberry
Medical Technology

David Scarberry
Community College

Deborah Seidel
Nursing

Carmen Belinda Spurlock
Pre-Medicine

Lisa Starcher
Education

Donald Swiger
Nursing

Stephen Vanscoy
Accounting

Reading her Parthenon , Hillary
Nordling , Huntington sophomore,
kicks back in TTW. Photo by Brett
Hall.
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Kyle Walker
Psychology

Claudia Weaver
Business

Shelle West
Education

Vanessa R. White
Nursing
Working on an assignment, Brion Wallace,
Oak Hill sophomore, stares intently at the
computer screen. Photo by Brett Hall.

Beth Willey
Fashion Merchandising

James Workman
Business

Shannon Yoakam
Physical Therapy
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Sophomores

13 7

'toon talk

Chillin' in the dorms?
Check out these 'toons
atman has changed. The character
created by Bob Kane is no longer
the good-guy hero he once was.
Little kids may still hope to grow
up to wear the black cape and
hood, but the thought just isn't as
wholesome as it once was. The
Caped Crusader has become the
Dark Knight and the name change
fits.
Batman's popularity, however,
hadn't changed and college students were as apt as anyone to buy
the comics, go to the movies, and
watch the cartoon on the Fox
network.
In fact, the cartoon, which was
the newest addition to the Batworld and premiered in the Fall of
1992, was arguably the medium
with the most diverse following.
The show was marketed for kids.
But its time slot and design were
evidence of the fact that Fox may
have suspected just how widespread it's appeal would be.
The typical episode placed
Batman against various familiar or
new villians. This, of course, is the
way most action super-hero cartoons work. However those who
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wrote the episodes for this series were
creative in their presentation.
One of the best episodes featured
several of Batman's enemies, The
Joker, Twoface, Poison Ivy, and The
Penguin, playing cards. Each character
tells the story of the time he or she
came closest to doing away with
Batman.
While the animation, which was
distinctive, received much attention,
less has been paid to the storylines and
characters. Both were excellently developed. The Batman of the cartoon is not
quite the tortured soul of the two previous movies. But he is also not the guy
who, uh, just dresses up like a bat
because it's all he could think to do on a
Friday night.
Then there were the villians, a sampling of who are listed above. They also
were more than one-sided personalities. Catwoman, for example was once
again caught up in a sort of love/hate
relationship with Batman and often,
directly or indirectly, helped him.
In other words, the Batman cartoon
on Fox may be for kids but its creators
obviously were looking at a more adult
audience as well, at least out of the
corner of their eye.

Jennifer Lynn Attalla
Community College

Malinda Badgett
Nursing

Betty Bailes
Liberal Arts

Hershel Baker
Pharmacy

Teresa Lynn Bell
Accounting

Chad Bennett
Nursing

Kevin Bishop
Science

Kelly Blake
Liberal Arts

Ericka Blankenship
Communication Disorders

Herbert Blankenship
Science

Jenny Boggs
Journalism

Kara Bryan
Education

Carrie Capestro
Music Education

Urusula Clayton
Undecided

Heather Coleman
Broadcasting

Tricia Conley
Music Education

Lori Cook
Elementary Education

Cheryl Cotton
Finance/Business Law

Julie Cutlip
Liberal Arts

Heather Davis
Nursing

Freshmen
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Why are comic-inspired 'toons
big? Check it out:
ox followed up its popular Batman
cartoon series, albeit in fits and
starts, with another super-hero
cartoon, that premiered in November and joined the Saturday
morning lineup full-time in January - The X-Men.
Like Fox's Batman animated
series The X-Men quickly picked
up an enthusiastic audience that
includes many college students.
The show was perhaps more
along the lines of traditional
children's Saturday morning
entertainment than Batman, but
the large amount of participation
Marvel obviously had in its conception means it should please
fans of the X-men comic books,
whatever their age.
This is not to say the show
followed the comics exactly. For
starters, a new explanation was
thought up for the existence of
mutants in the world. Namely that
"the world" is actually an alternate earth. This, by the way, was
explained in the companion comic
book "X-men Adventures" but not
on the animated show.
The show also toned down some
of the action, even from the level
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of the companion. For instance, the death of Morph, (a
character so obviously created
to die that the X-men writers
could be the writers of the
original Star-Trek) was shown
in the comic book, but only
implied in the show.
Of course, such things are
done because of the Saturday
morning time slot, and in fact
don't detract from the show
when taken on its own. The
show was well-written and the
characters well developed.
Most importantly the animation was good.
For anyone who was a fan of
the X-men in comic book form,
the animated series provided
an interesting diversion on
Saturday morning.

Shannon Chad Earl
Business

Derek Ellison
Science

Amanda Estepp
Pre-Medicine

Pamela Sue Eye
Science

Shauna Fluty
Medical Secretary

Amy Flynn
Nursing

Christina Fritz
Nursing

Todd Fulford
Accounting

Angela Hammrick
Accounting

Nichole Hermance
Biology

Jennifer Hesson
Education

Michelle Hodges
Journalism

Laila Jack
Broadcasting

Melanie Jackson
Biology

Christina Johnson
Counseling

David Kalinoski
Community College

Rachel Lambert
Anthropology

Anne Lepera
Sports Medicine

Tessa Lovejoy
Nursing

Amy Loving
Business Education

Freshmen
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Wendi Lusk
Biology

Rodney McAtee
Business

Tiffany Mills
Nursing

Staci Minks
Community College

Kristee Lynn Montgomery
Science

Dale Myers
Elementary Education

William Norris
Business Management

Noaka Patsey
Nursing

Amy Prestera
Education

Dillard Price
Science
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Faith Proctor
Undecided

Tamra Protan
Science

Jennifer Raczok
Music Performance

Tom Rambacher
Biology

Deanna Ramsey
Office Technology

Deeanna Randall
Social Work

Michelle Randolph
Journalism

Kelly Ratliff
Social Work

Bob Roof
Undecided

Susan Sherman
Accounting

Angela Smith
Community College

Rose Marie Sol
Undecided

Shawna Stanton
Science

Denver A. Taylor, Jr.
Undecided

Cyrus Triplett
Spanish

Wendi Turley
Community College

Toby Wagoner
Business

Lola Waller
Journalism

Malinda Dawn Wass
Liberal Arts

Misty Wayne
Undecided

Jason Williamson
Science

Bridgett Yakovsky
Science

Freshmen
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A

s one of the hottest groups in the
world of music that was once called alternative, The Red Hot Chili Peppers receive their
award. Thanks to groups like the Chili Peppers, Nirvana,
Ugly Kid Joe, and the
Splndoctors alternative music has become
mainstream.

I

gnltlng furor with his song " Cop Killer,"
rapper lce-T said the song was a warning to the
Los Angeles police, whom he accused of
brutality, referring specifically to the videotaped police beadng of Rodney King, and the
aftermath of riots.

JUNE
R.-,

June-July

Layout and Design by Candy Vincent
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Sales of rap album Body Count dramatically increased when Texas
law inforcement agents called for a
national boycott of the album and
other Time-Warner products after
hearing lyrics to the single "Cop
Killer. " Time-Warner shareholders
defended the rappers ' freedom of

speech. But after hearing of T-W
bomb threats, lce-T agreed to cut
the single from the album .

************************************************

Suspicions of the world 's favorite
Princess, Diana, and her loveless
marriage were confirmed when Andrew Morton released his novel
Diana: Her True Story. The author

!lasted in Barcelona, Spain, the Summer
Olympics proved to be a success for the
United States which brought home l 08 medals. A record l 0,000 professional and amateur athletes from l 83 countries participated
in the event. from the l 0 meter platform, Mary
Ellen Clark performs the dive that won her the
bronze medal.

also made public knowledge of
Di's numerous suicide attempts
and battle with bulimia.
**********************************************

Before angering Sister Souljah
by comparing a comment she
made following a riot, "If black
people kill black people every
day, why not have a week and kill
white people," to something

David Duke might say, Bill Clinton
appeared on The Arsenio Hall
Show. With the house band Clinton
performed on his sax Heartbreak
Hotel and God Bless This Child.
********************************************

Breaking a
turns brought
first day. But
story line that

record, Batman Rein $16.8 million its
the sequel's darker
critics raved about,

left many appalled; causing the
movie to gross $90 million less
than the original.
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JULY
R&...B artist Bobby Brown declared 'Tm so happy!!" following nuptials with Whitney Houston.

Calendar
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Ross Perot announced he was
dropping out of the presidential
race.
************************************************

Rm,

A pregnant Demi Moore caused
controversy when she appeared
nude on the cover of Vanity Fair
magazine.
*************************************************

July-September

/n

the most expensive natural disaster
ever to hit the country, Hurricane Andrew did
an estimated $20 billion damage in Florida
and $2 billion in Louisiana. Gloria Estefan,
along with Paul Simon and Whoopi Goldberg,
performed a benef'rt concert for the estimated
180,000 who were left homeless.
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Crossing the line between country and pop music, Billy Ray
Cyrus's album Some Gave All,
remained at number one on the
Country and Pop charts, while the
single "Achy Breaky Heart"
climbed to number four on
Billboard's Hot 100.
The second Lallapalooza tour
kicked off, featuring Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Ministry, Ice Cube, Jesus

L_here she is, Miss America. Leanza
Cornett of Jacksonville, Florida, was the 66th
Miss America crowned by a panel of celebrity
judges. Cornett is a sophomore studying
communications at Rollins College. She said
she planned to speak about AIDS awareness
during her year-long reign.

Peppers, Ministry, Ice Cube, Jesus
and Mary Chain, Soundgarden,
Pearl jam and Lush.

lack of familyvalueswhen Bergen's
unmarried character became pregnant.

AUGUST

*****************************************

Actress Candice Bergen was
sure to thank Dan Quayle after she
won an Emmy for best actress in a
comedy series. Vice-president
Quayle criticized the show for a

m-• il

Actor Clint Eastwood made a
come back in the movie Unforgiven
which spent three weeks at number
one and finished in the top ten of the
summer. It was the star's first western since t 985.

AAAJcJcJ;J;J;AJ;AAJtkkAAkAAHAHAAAAAJtJcAAAAAAAAAAAAAJckA

"Happy as hell" was the
way Whitney Houston felt
about her pregnancy by husband Bobby Brown.

t'(-n entertainer of the year for
W 'I

-

the second consecutive year,
Garth Brooks lifted country music to new heights. The 30-year
old superstar managed to top
both the country and pop charts
with his 9-million selling album, Rapin ' the Wind.

Calendar
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M/t.ne campaigning for her husband,
Hillary Clinton visited college campuses
across the United States in hopes of winning
the vote of the younger voting population.
Mrs. Clinton included Marshall as part of her
college campus tour.

SEPTEMBER

R.auSeptember-October
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Prince became the highest paid
performer in pop music after signing
a record deal with Warner Bros. for
$100 million.

family, country music superstar
Garth Brooks contemplated retirement, " I feel God put me
down here to play music, but its
very evident to see because of the
baby, God put me down here to
be a father, also. "
*********************************************

***************************************************

Due to the new addition to his

Along with a group of single parents, Dan Quayle viewed the sea-

As a result of the November elections,
First lady Barbara Bush and Marilyn Quayle
must now say good-bye to a life in the White
House. During the Republican National Convention the CEO's wives wave to the delegates.

son premiere of Murphy Brown .
As the rest of the country watching also, Candace Bergen 's character responded to the vice
president's critical remarks of the
show's lack of family values by
saying in the show's FYI broad cast, " Families come in all shapes
and sizes. And ultimately what
really defines a family is commitment, caring and love. "

~e first non-Italian pope in 455 years,
Pope John Paul II became the recipient of
anger from Sinead O ' Conner when she
ripped up his photo during a Satyrday Night
Live interview and declared we must fight
the enemy.

"You 've got to know who the
real enemy is. Fight the real
enemy. "

OCTOBER
After chanting Bob Marley's
" War ," singe r Sinead O 'Connor
stunned both the audience and Saturday Night Live producers by ripping up a picture of the Pope. She
stated while tearing the photo up,

*************************************

MTV's airing of Madonna's
uncensored video " Erotica"
showed the late-night audience the mega-star performing oral sex on a doll. The
video , she promised , was just
a preview. Her book Sex went

**************************************
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on sale shortly afterward for $49.95
and the album , Erotica , followed .
** * *************************** * **** * *

For the rights of HBO to broadcast
his " Dangerous " concert from
Bucharest, Michael Jackson pocketed $20 million.

R911im
October-December

* ** ** * ********************** * *******

Presidential in -again , out-again, inagain, candidate Ross Perot found

.............

.;;11

~}

that his half-hour infomercials were
more popular than some primetime
shows. But how effective they really
were became obvious as the November election came in view.
**************** ************************

NOVEMBER
Democratic candidate Bill Clinton
and running mate Al Gore finished
first in the race for Presidency. The
.;11,;w:~Jl··"~~~-~j
Jffl,~
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American voting public chose not
to read former President Bush 's lips
any longer.
* ** * * * * * ********** * * * ** ** ********

The box office kept busy as Disney's
animated Aladdin, Spike Lee's controversial Malcolm X , Home Alone
2, Bram Stoker's Dracula and the
Whitney Houston-Kevin Costner
collaboration , BodyGuard, went to
the top of the charts. Incidentally,
BodyGuard was Houston ' s big-

screen debut.
************************* **********
*************************************

December
Robert Downey Jr. took the part of
Charlie Chaplin in Richard
Attenbough 's long awaited film
Chaplin. Jack Nicholson took in the
role of the bad guy in both Hoffa
and A Few Good Men.

Tom Cruise, Demi Moore and
Keifer Sutherland co-stared
with Nicholson in A Few Good
Men to create an all-star cast
that wasn 't easily forgotten.
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Best Selling Singles

t . End of the Road
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Boyz II Men
Baby-Baby-Baby
TLC
Humpin' Around
Bobby Brown
Stay
Shakespeare's
Sister
November Rain
Guns N' Roses
Sometimes Love
just Ain 't Enough
Patty Smyth
jump Around
House of !\tin
just Another Day
Jon Secada
The One
Elton john
She's Playin'
Hard to Get
Hi-Five

•

wa s

1

c

s
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Best Selling Albums

t . Some Gave All
Billy Ray Cyrus
2. Beyond the Season
Garth Brooks
3. Unplugged
Eric Clapton
4 . Ten
Pearl Jam
5. Bobby
Bobby Brown
6. Boomerang
Soundtrack
7. Totally Krossed
Out
Kriss Kross
8 . Temple of the
Dog
Temple of the
Dog
9. What's the 4 t t
Mary j . Blige
t 0. Funky Divas
En Vogue

v

d

e

0

Top Sales

Top Rentals

t.

t.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Wayne's World
Hook
Terminator 2
Rock-A-Doodle
The Great Mouse
Detective

2
3.
4.
5.
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Wayne's World
Fried Green
Tomatoes
White Men Can 't
jump
The Prince of
Tides
The Hand That
Rocks the Cradle

when

c I ass
B

began
0

Top Selling
Paperbacks
fiction

Karaoke Machines were the latest craze in entertainment. The accompaniment machines allowed individuals
to sing along with their favorite tunes , regardless of
whether or not they could sing. During Homecoming
week, the "Buskirk Babes" try laser Karaoke and entertain
those who attended the block party. Pho to by Brett Hall
Layout and Design by Candy Vincent
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s

Top Selling
Hardcover
Fiction

t. The Firm

t . Waiting to

John Grisham
2 . A Time to Kill
John Grisham
3 . Night Over
Water
Ken Follett
4 . No Greater Love
Danielle Steel
5 . The Sum of All
My Fears
Tom Clancy

Exhale
Terry McMillian
2 . The Pelican
Brief
John Grisham
3. Where is Joe
Merchant?
Jimmy Buffett
4. Gerald's Game
Stephen King
5 . All That
Remains
Patricia Cornwell

Non-Fiction
t . United We Stand
H . Ross Perot
2 . Life's Little
Instruction Book
H.Jackson Brown
3 . 7 Habits of
Highly Effective
People
Stephen R Covey
4. Fried Green
Tomatoes
Fannie Flagg
5. America: What
Went Wrong?
Barlett &... Steele

Non-Fiction
t . The Way Things
Ought to Be
Rush Limbaugh
2 . The Silent Passage: Menopause
Gail Sheehy
3. Every Living
Thing
James Herriot
4 . Truman
David
McCullough
5. The Last Tear
Edvard
Radzinsky

Best of the best
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To many it's a paradise; the
ultimate shopping experience.
The local mall is no comparison . Flea markets offer something for every one.
Value and variety are usually the reason individuals frequent both local and non-local
flea markets. Local flea markets
could be found on Fifth street
off of Route 60, in Milton and in
Winfield and were open mostly
on weekends.
"Going to a flea market is an
adventure in itself. Sometimes
you find a great deal that turns
out to be worth more than the
merchant could ever imagine,
" said Kelly Willis , Fairmont
freshman . Antique dealers often go to flea markets in hopes
of profiting from the lack of
knowledge of the seller.
At a flea market one can find
the most unimaginable items,
including toilet seats and dancing hula girl lamps. However,
more common things, such as
jewelry , kitchen supplies ,
clothes and automotive products, also can be purchased .
"Flea markets are a cultural
experience. You see unusual
things you wouldn 't find any
where else ," commented
Parkersburg freshman Alexis
Ploeger
No matter if you go for the
cultural or if you go to bargain
hunt, flea markets are an experience everyone should try.
by Candy Vincent
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Huntington by
Night
Photos by Brett Hall
Layout and Design by Candy Vincent

Huntington
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Is all the work worth it?

Staying in Shape
Photos by Brett Hall, Layout and Design by Candy Vincent

Schedules may have been busy, but many students found
time to take advantage of the benefits offered by the Henderson
Center.

1~
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Building
those leg muscles, Kelley Hupp
takes a break from her studies to
work out on the Nautilus.

Preparing
for a work out, Heather Harper gets ready to strengthen
her arms .

Demonstrating

Worl<ing

proper technique, Brent Miller

out in the wait room , Tyrone
Phillips pumps a little iron.

works on the bench press.

Weight Room

15 7

In or out of water
Aerobics: something for everyone
Photos by Brett Hall, Layout and Design By Candy Vincent

With regularly scheduled aerobics classes offered at the Henderson Center, students were
provided with the oppotunity to keep fit. Both water and energetic aerobic classes were available
to students.

Aerobics

15 9

Standing strong and proud former President Bush and former Vice President Quayle held together through the Republican celebration . AP Photo.

Greeting friends and family for the first
time as the first family: President Bill
Clinton , First Lady Hillary Clinton and
Chelsea Clinton. AP Photo.

Grinning ear to ear, President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore greet
America. AP Photo.
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ooting his own horn?

President Clinton made an appearance on The Arsenio Hall Show
on June 3, 1992. He was invited, brought his sax and jammed
with the band. When the White House announced that former
president Bush would not be appearing, Arsenio replied, "Weel,
excuse me, George Herbert irregular-heart-beating, read-my-lyinglipping, slipping-in-the-polls, do-nothing, deficit-raising, makeless-money-than-Millie-the-White-House-dog-last-year, Quaylepushing, sushi-puking Walker Bush. I don't remember inviting
your ass to my show ... As a matter of fact, my ratings are higher
than yours."

End Minimag
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Entertaining a crowd was never a
problem for Marco, Andre Gohlson.
Photo by Brett Hall.
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Hustling the ball down the field , Ryan
LaPointe is aware of his opponent's
every move. Photo by Keef Jones.

16 2 Sports Divider
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THUNDERING
HERD
Thundering Herd sports got under way as the football
team looked forward to another season with high Hopes
of playing the Championship game at home field, and
volleyball Standout Jane Mitchell had a killer season.
While the rugby and soccer teams look for a Successful
year. As the winter approched, the Men decided to play
basketball with renewed Vigor and the Lady Herd
started the season under a new coach. When spring
Rolled around, the Tennis team began its season looking
to Match previous years' success and the baseball team
took the field in Hopes of a Winning year.

Reflecting upon the day's loss, Robert
Minter blocks out the rest of the stadium
to replay the game in his mind. Photo by
Brett Hall.
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Heading off to victory, the
members of the football
team and Coach Donnan
prepare to meet their latest opponent. Photo by
Keef Jones.

Quarterback Michael
Payton breaks to the left
in attempt to ward off an
Appalachian State defender. Photo by Keef
Jones.

Tight-end Mike Bartrum
congratulates teammate
Andy Bowen after scoring
against Appy State.
Photo by Brett Hall.

Doing "Thunderclaps "
became a favorite hobby
of these Herd fans who
cheered after each goal.
Photo by Brett Hall.
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Making one of his famous long-yardage runs, wide receiver Troy Brown
heads the distance for the end zone
without a defender in sight. Photo by
Keef Jones.

Wide receiver Byran Reed raises his
arms to rouse the crowd before the
Herd's Saturday evening kickoff.
Photo by Brett Hall.
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Going airborne, senior tailback Orlando
Hatchett dives over the MTSU defensive
line. Photo by Keef Jones.

Breaking away from the Appy State defense , senior Troy Brown demonstrates
the moves and speed that he is known
for. Photo by Keef Jones.
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f' Preparing to pass, senior QB and Payton award winner, Walter Payton 1-AA Player of
the year looks downfield to his receiver. Photo by Keef Jones.

Preparing to take a hit from the Appalachian State defense, jun ior fullback Glenn Pedro runs
the ball during Marshall's Homecoming game. Photo by Keef Jones.
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Soccer: feel the power
The success of the 1992 Marshall
Soccer team can't be measured by
wins or losses, according to Coach
John Gibson. Gibson doesn't make
that statement due to its dismal 3-132 record but instead because of the
many trials his team faced off the field.
Before the Herd had its first practice,
the team had to deal with a devastating loss. Nineteen-year-old freshman
Jamie Morris was killed in a motorcycle accident during the summer.
Morris had shown promise in his first
season at Marshall and his tragic death
touched the entire team.
'That had more effects than you
could ever be able to measure,"
Gibson said. "At that age, young men
don't think about the frailty of youth."
Compounding Marshall's troubles
was the number of players the Herd
lost from last year's team. Gibson
expected to lose only four players,
however, several different factors resulted in 14 players missing from the
1991 roster.

"We lost the depth we had beeri
building up," Gibson said. "We didn't
play badly but with the poor start we
had, we dug ourselves in a hole we
couldn't get out of."
Marshall's poor start included four
losses in its first five games. In that
stretch, the youthful Herd was attempting to find some continuity
while taking on national powers
George Washington and Robert
Morris.
Things didn't get any easier toward
the end of the season as Marshall
played well but couldn't quite crack
the "win" column. One game that
was particularly bittersweet, was the
annual clash with Atlantic Ten champion West Virginia.
The Herd had a record crowd of
nearly 1,500 attending the game at
the Marshall stadium, however,
Gibson troops wound up on the losing
end of a 1-0 decision.
'That game was most encouraging," Gibson said. "We were already

entrenched in what was going to be a
bad season and then we had the big
crowd.
The most frustrating part of that
game was that if we could have just
put the ball in the net once, the noise
would have been something they
never would have forgotten."
Putting the ball in the net was a
problem for most of the season. Willy
Merrick scored four goals to lead the
team. Merrick, one of only three
seniors, also was the team leader with
three assists and 11 points.
Ryan Lapointe, whom Gibson characterized as his most consistent
player, netted three goals and added
three assists.
Working his way down the field, Shawn
Sizemore, Westerville, Ohio sophomore,
goes for a goal as Kerwin Skeete,
Toronto, Canada sophomore, acts as
back up ..

Trying to maneuver a steal from his
Davidson College opponent, Skeete
sticks close-by.
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"Ryan was outstanding continually.
He would run until he dropped. He
put everything on the field," Gibson
added.
The effort was there for the Herd in
1992 but the experience wasn 't. The
team did have something to look forward to with 17 returning players and
a new recruiting class.
Gibson has a philosophical outlook
on the turbulent season and the challenges ahead.
''I've always said when you lose and
learn something you haven't wasted
your time. Hopefully, we've learned a
lot this year. "
By Anthony Hanshew
Sports Correspondent
Going for a score against Appy State,
Mike Glasgow, Toronto, Canada fresh man, heads down the field.

Trying to save the game, Greg Gelting
attempts to kick the ball out from his
opponent's feet.

Facing the music. In this shot, the Herd scored a penalty kick off of Davidson
College. All photos by Keef Jones.
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·Setting up
For A

Winning
Game Plan
With only one returning senior,
Volleyball coach Vanessa Seghers
knew a winning season would be
tough . But it was all she asked
for.
'They're tired of losing," she
said of her team before the season
began. "We want to win and they
(the players) want respect from
the student body, the media and
their fellow student athletes. "
The team faced the season without Kellie Beckelheimer-Hicks, a
three-time all-Southern Conference player and Gina Yeley,
1991 's setter.
Of Hicks, Segher said, "She
probably was one of the best
players in the history of the program. It's always hard to replace
a player like that, but the new girls
fill the void in a different way. "
Marshall finished the regular
season with an 8-22 record and
bounced back with an upset over
Furman in the Southern Conference Tournament.
Revenge was on Marshall 's
mind. Furman had defeated the
Herd 2-3 in the previous year's
tournament.
"We were robbed when we lost
to Furman last year in the tourna-
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Vanessa Seghers ~~~~~-

"They're tired of losing," she said of her team before the
season began. "We want to win and they (the players) want
respect from the student body, the media and their fellow
student athletes."

ment, Seghers said. "We owe it
to them this time."
This time, Marshall was ranked
fifth and Furman was fourth.
"We played very well ,"
Seghers said. " It was an important match to us and we played
as hard as we could. "
However, in the second
round , Marshall lost to number
1 ranked Appalachian State.
" We used all of our energy in

the Furman game and by the next
day we were just too fatigued to
play up to our potential ," Seghers
said.
Senior Jane Mitchell was the only
Marshall player to be named first
team all -conference . She also
became only the second player at
Marshall to total 1000 kills.
"Jane is a hard player to replace;
we'll have a lot of young players
striving to achieve her leadership

Returning a serve , Glenna
Easterling , Ashland , Ky . sophomore, dives to bump the ball across
the net. Photo by Keef Jones.

Warming up her serve , Jane
Mitchell , New Cumberland senior,
prepares for a game as teammates
watch on . Photo by Keef Jones.

qualities," Seghers said.
Despite the team 's lower record ,
its schedule was more demanding, including teams like Kansas
and Chicago State.
"We just didn't play with the big
boys and we wanted to," Seghers
said. "We want to be known in
the volleyball community as well."
Rallying around Coach Seghers ,
Herd volleyball players learn not to
become discouraged. Photo by Keef
Jones.

Trying to score off a spike, Bridget
Repsher, Columbia, Md. sophomore,
watches to see if the ball will be returned. Photo by Keef Jones.

Volleyball
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On the road to the
championship

Football
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THUNDER
r v
Herd hits it big with NCAA I-AA
title as Huntington is
thunderstruck.
If there ever was a team of destiny, it was the
1992 Marshall Thundering Herd football team.
Coming off a disappointing loss in the 1991
National Championship game, Marshall entered 1992 ranked number one in practically
every major poll.
And with good reason. Fifteen starters returned from last season ' s I-AA runner-ups,
including eight on offense that led the nation in
scoring in 1991. The defense also was expected
to improve, thanks to an extra yearof experience
and a strong recruiting class that upgraded the
Herd' s secondary.
In addition, the NCAA already had named
Marshall Stadium as the site for the IAA championship game. If Marshall could return to the
big game, it would be in front of its hometown
crowd.
All the pieces were in place for an historic
season.Now all Coach Jim Donnan' s troops had
to do were play. And play they did.
The 1992 season opened with romps over
Morehead State, Eastern Illinois and Virginia
Military Institute by a combined score of 14651 . Marshall then enjoyed a week off and its
second number one Associated Press ranking in
school history when defending champion
Youngstown State lost.
Marshall 's time at the top was short-lived,
though, as a lethargic Herd team fell 44-21 to
Big Eight member Missouri. Donnan was disappointed in his team's effort and had concerns
entering Southern Conference action.
Donnan's concerns were dispelled when
Marshall had what might have been its best
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effort of the season in a 48-6 drubbing of rival
Furman before a 20,000 + crowd at Parent's
Day. The following week, the Herd continued
its dominant play with a 34-13 victory at conference co-leader The Citadel.
UT-Chattanooga was the next victim at
Marshall Stadium, giving Donnan his first win
over the Moes in his third year in Huntington.
The Herd was looking unbeatable and very
deserving of its lofty ranking when injuries and
two good football teams nearly knocked
Marshall out of the playoffs.
In a span of two weeks, Donnan lost five
defensive starters to injuries. The losses certainly were significant, as Marshall, which was
allowing a scant number of points per game,
gave up 75 points in consecutive losses to conference foes Western Carolina and Appalachian
State. The defeat to the Mountaineers was even
more significant since it marked the Herd's first
setback in 15 games at their home stadium.
Following the Appy State loss, Marshall found
itself with a 6-3 record, a national ranking of 12
and virtually no chance of winning the conference championship. Another loss in either of its
final two games would eliminate everyone's
pre-season number one to post-season play.
The Herd answered its wakeup call with a 5214 thrashing of Tennessee Tech. It all came
down to the final regular season game at East
Tennessee State and it was never a contest.
Behind Michael Payton ' s accurate passing, the
Green and White jumped to a 21-0 first quarter
lead and cruised to a 49-0 win.

Story continues on page 178.
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Tailgating fans declared open season on the YSU Penguins before,
during and after the game. Photos by Brett Hall.

Trying to prepare fans for the Herd to take the field , Marco and the
cheerleaders psych everyone up.Tailgating fans declared open season on the YSU Penguins before, during and after the game.

Cheering fans dressed for the occasion -

and for the kill.

Walking onto the field, team captains prepare to fight for victory, and
the championship title .

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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Enjoying the afternoon, a sell-out crowd
in excess of 31,000 watched Marshall
win the NCAA Division I-AA Championship title. Photos by Brett Hall.

Eluding the YSU defenders, Michael
Payton runs for a first down.

Eating turf, the YSU defenders can only
watch as Troy Brown leaves them behind
in the dust.

Wheeling him out on a stretcher, paramedics flew William King to Cabell Huntington Hospital. King returned to the field
in time to witness Marshall's victory.

Marshall finished the regular season as the
nation's top offensive team in total yards and
was second in scoring. Plenty of Herd players
received individual awards as well.
Payton garnered the most honors during his
record-setting senior season. The Harrisburg,
Pa., native distinguished himself among
Ml;!rshall's fine tradition of strong-armed quarterbacks by setting nearly every school passing
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record including total yards and touchdowns.
For his efforts, Payton received his second
straight conference offensive player of the year
award and was named to the first-team allAmerican team. Most impressive though was
the Walter Payton Award Payton received as 1AA's top player. (No, they're not related).
Guard Phil Ratliff and tight end Mike Bartrum
also were named first-team All-Americans and
eight players earned All-Southern Conference
honors.
Despite the many honors, the team still had
work to do- to win Huntington's first national
title since Cam Henderson's basketball team
won it all in 1947. The first three rounds of the
playoffs appeared to be no more than a tune-up
for Marshall which cruised to wins of 44-0, 287 and 35-21 to earn its third berth in the I-AA
finale in five years.
It couldn't have been scripted better. The game
sold out in less than a day and the opponent Youngstown State. Almost exactly one year
earlier, the Penguins dashed Marshall's title
hopes with a 19-0 fourth quarter to win 25-17 in
Statesboro, Ga.
Marshall appeared more than ready to erase

any memory of 1991 by jumping to a 21-0
halftime lead. Payton was again the catalyst,
throwing a first half touchdown pass of six
yards to Bartrum and later scoring on a short
run.
The Herd seemed to have put a lock on the title
when Orlando Hatchett scored on a Payton pass
midway through the third quarter to give the
Herd a 28-0 advantage in front of a I-AA title
game crowd of 31,304
Almost no one among the nationally televised
audience gave the Penguins a chance to come
back. All season long, Youngstown State
moved the ball best on the ground and there
simply wasn't enough time fortheir ball control
offensive to mount a rally.
However, the defending champs went to air
just as they had a year earlier and quickly began
putting up points. A I 0-yard TD run by Tarnron
Smith ended the Penguin scoring blitz that
included four scores in 12 minutes and tied the
score at 28.
Suddenly, Marshall found itself tied in a game
it had wrapped and ghosts of Herd football past
were surfacing. In the 1987 I-AA title game,
Marshall took a 42-28 lead into the fourth

quarter lead over Northeast Louisiana only to
lose 43-42. Lightning struck twice in the 1991
championship game when Youngstown State
overcame a 17-6 fourth quarter deficit to win.
In 1992, though, Marshall had the ball late in
the final period with the opportunity to claim the
title. Payton patiently drove the Herd downfield
by completing seven passes to set up the
storybook ending. Following an eight-yard run
by Hatchett, the ball rested on the Penguin fiveyard line with 22 seconds remaining. Enter the
unlikiest of heroes - Willie Merrick. Merrick
had never kicked a field goal or an extra point in
his college career. He was getting the chance
only because his brother, David, had been suspended earlier in the week for curfew violations.
Willie made it one-for-one in his career as the
senior split the uprights from the 22-yard line
· and history was made.
"It was like, 'wow, this is it. This is really it. '
I just blocked everything out and kicked it,"
Merrick said.
The party in Huntington started when
Merrick' s kick was signaled good. Bragging
rights for 1992 and years to come belong to the
Marshall University National Champions.

Story by Anthony Hanshew,
sports correspondent. Layouts
and designs by Emilie D. Burch.
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A new coach brought
new techniques to the
cheering squads.
This year, team
members tried to
involve fans in the
cheering process by
heading for the stands.
The results were
obvious during the
NCAA Championship
Game.
''We are Marshall!"

Rushing the field during the
MU vs . Morehead game,
cheerleaders try to energize
Herd fans . Photo by Brett
Hall.

Cheering for the Herd, the
squad waits for the starting
line-up. Photo by Brett Hall.

Performing during a men's
basketball game, Shannon
Jerrome peps the fans up.
Photo by Brett Hall.

Cheerleaders
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Looking for a pass, Frank Martin tries to
get it away quickly. Photo by Brett Hall.

Shooting untouched, Frank Martin puts it
away. Photo by Brett Hall.

Skying over his opponent, Tyrone Phillips
goes for the jam. Photo by Brett Hall.
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Driving to the basket, Tyrone Phillips
shoots for two. Photos by Brett Hall.

Laying it in , Malik Hightower scores an
easy two .

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch

Flying high , Tyrone Phillips goes for the
hook shot.
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Reaching over her defender, Shelley Quinn shoots for two .
Photos by Brett Hall.

Shooting from the outside, Jeanette Reed puts it up for two .
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Lady Herd:
new coach, new season

f

\
During a time out, Head Coach Sarah Evans gives her team
a few instructions about a play.

Lady Herd
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Photos by Brett Hall
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Layout & design by Emilie D.
Burch, Photos by Keef Jones
The success of the rejuvenated
Rugby Club at Marshall continued
in the fall as the quick, tough team
posted a 5-3 record.
The inexperienced team
struggled through an up and
down early portion of the season.
Marshall downed Charleston
Men's Club 7-0 in the season
opener but was shut out 13-0 a
week later against Eastern Kentucky.
However, Marshall , coached by
Dr. Mark Hermaciski, then played
its best rugby of the year by rolling
off three consecutive victories. Its
most impressive victory came
over perennial power
Whittenberg.
Marshall proved too fast for last
season's Ohio Rugby Union XV

champions and overwhelmed
Whittenberg 46-0. Marshall led
17-0 at halftime and led by fly half
Chris Porter, rolled to an incredible
31-0 second half.
"After the 7-0 victory we still
didn't know how good we were,"
Rugby Club President and fullback
Darrin Sealey said . "Then we won
over Whittenberg and things really
got rolling."
A main reason things got rolling
was because of speed . Marshall
had plenty on the 1992 squad
including Porter, Tim Dunlap and
Rick Bowman .
Sealey also attributed Marshall's
midseason success to the improved play of the new players.
Jack Hamilton , Jesse Bell , John
Barnett, Tom Harley and Mark

1992Record:----------at Charleston Men's Club7-0 W
Eastern Kentucky
13-0L
Xavier
14-3W
at Whittenberg
46-0W
at 'O hio Wesleyan
12-llW
at Kenyon
23-lOW
Ashland
29-0W
Ohio Northern
5-0L
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Wiggings all made an impression
in their first season.
However, don't think these
newcomers were wide-eyed 18year-old freshmen straight out of
high school. Hamilton is 6-4,
250-pound 24-year-old whose
specialty was big hits. Bell and
Barnett both served time in the
armed forces before attending
Marshall. Wiggings was a captain
in the Army.
Rugby is a different sport and so
is it players.
Marshall's cast of characters lost
two of its three final games but
showed promise for the all-important spring season when it went
for its third Ohio Rugby Union XV
championship in five years.
By Anthony Hanshew

Men's Rugby
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Bill Clinton , right, and running mate Al
Gore greet participants at the Democratic convention . The pair was successful in their bid for the nation's
highest office.

Greg Collard, fall news editor for The
Parthenon , mulls over some last
minute copy. Photo by Tony Pierro.
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As the _ _ _ __
THUNDER
ROLLS
As the academic year started, the Election rhetoric was well under way. Presidential candidates,
Republican George Bush, Democrat Bill
Clinton, and Independent Ross Perot, Asked the
American public to Consider family values and
the $4 trillion national Debt when they went to
the Poles November 3. The Parthenon and its
editorial staff found themselves in a Controversy when Marshall President

J. Wade Gilley

disagreed with an editorial Decision to publish
a rape Victim's name. The Year, though an
Eventful one, proved to be one of decisions that
often

Led to taking responsibilities for your
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So long, America
After 12 long years, democrats gain control
of the White House. Now it's time for "The
new world order."

potato

-n. pl. -toes 1. A plant native to South America and widely cultivated for its starchy edible tubers.
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n February 1992, the
American political establishment was rocked off
its self-assured foundations by unsettling results
in New Hampshire. An
incumbent president had
done poorly in his own
party's primary.
But events soon proved that
Americans were not only tired of
President George Bush, they were
sick of the entire political status
quo in Washington . More than
100 members of Congress sensed
the hostility against them and
decided to retire from office. The
mass retirement was the largest
since 1948.
For many people, hostility
against the establishment included
a contempt for the established
political parties. Texas billionaire
Ross Perot sensed the public anger
and positioned himself for a run
for the Presidency. Perot promised to outspend the other parties
and run an unconventional campaign. However, Perot's withdrawal from the campaign in July
damaged his credibility among
many supporters.
Perot's rise in the polls hammered home the point to other
politicians that Americans wanted
a greater voice in their government. Bush and Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton adapted their
campaigns accordingly.
Clinton incorporated Perot's call
for town meetings into his cam: paign. He became the first major
presidential candidate to appear

w or 1 d
on MTV. He traveled through
several states, including West
Virginia, by bus, stopping frequently to talk with voters. His
wife Hillary addressed a rally at
Marshall 's James Morrow Library.
Bush revived the whistle stop
style of campaigning. The President road a railroad car around the
country which brought him closer
to the voters. But Bush 's reluctance to use non-traditional campaign tactics until late in the
campaign may have cost him the
election.
All three candidates agreed to
experiment with the traditional
style of debating. The candidates
participated in an unconventional
debate in which the audience was
allowed to ask questions.
The media adapted to the grass
roots nature of the campaign as
well. MTV sponsored " Rock the
Vote ," a get-out-the-vote campaign for young voters. Talk show
hosts Larry King, Phil Donahue and
others invited candidates to their
forums where callers could ask the
candidates questions. Newspapers began letting readers send in

Story continues on next page.
Smiling for the press, First Lady
Hillary Clinton and Tipper Gore give
comments concerning their husbands' victory at the polls . RM
Photo.

Hoping for the best, presidential candidate H. Ross Perot made numerous campaign apperances. RM
Photo.

Election '92
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did you
the vote?

Involving students and voters of college age in the election process is a
way in which voter turnout was increased. Hillary Clinton made an appearance on campus in September.
The turn out was roughly 2,000 students and locals. Photo by Chris
Hancock.

L

From page 203
questions for reporters to ask the
candidates. Columnists admitted
several times during the campaign
that voters were asking more
issue-oriented questions than
reporters.
On November 3, 1992 Americans went to the polls in the
largest turnout in recent years.
The results showed that 62 percent of voters wanted a new
government although only 44

1992
presidential election

percent wanted a Clinton government.
As the Chief justice goes to press, Americans have yet
to see if the Clinton administration will allow greater
participation by average Americans. But his term as
president-elect indicates that change is on the way.
Clinton's economic conference in Little Rock includes
over 300 business and labor leaders and , you guessed it,
call-in voters.
The age of the "electronic town meeting" may be upon
us. If so, be sure to tell your kids you helped to start it all
in The Election of '92.
By Lee Bio/a

Making a point during a rally, President Clinton
drums up support for his platform . RM Photo.

Waving to supporters, Vice President Gore gives a
speech at one of many rallies. RM Photo.

Election '92
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A world in crisis

Covering a comrade, this Serbian soldier in Bosnia prepares to fire. RM
Photo.

Clear-cutting was one way of clearing
timber that environmentalists wanted
to stop in 1992-93. RM Photo.

Layout & design by
Emilie D. Burch
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SUMMER'92
The Earth Summit
was held in June in
Rio de Janero. The
purpose was to discuss ways by which
to end environmental
problems.

FALL '92

Carving its way through the Bahamas, southern Florida and Louisiana, Hurricane
Andrew caused an estimated $22 billion worth of damage. Hurricane Andrew
plagued the two southern states for 54 hours and left (roughly) 180,000 homeless
in Florida. RM Photo.

In one of his last
presidential acts,
Bush sent troops to
Somalia for Operation Restore Hope.
The troops were to
feed Somalians,
assist United Nation
troops already
present and help to
disperse rival
Somalian gangs that
were controlling
food and medicine
distribution.

Crisis
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Civil war spread
across Yugoslavia, a
nation of six republics
and two provinces that
had been plagued for
centuries by historic,
religious and economic differences. Nationalist, anti-Communist parties won
elections in 1991 in all
republics except
Serbia, the largest, and
Montenegro, the
smallest. Then Croatia
and its neighbor
Slovenia declared their
independence. Traditional rivalries were
strongest between the ·
nine million Serbs,
who belong to the Or- .,'""~'~:
thodox church, and the
five million Croats,
who are Roman
Catholic. Tens of thouShowing signs of relief. The presence of the Red Cross in Croatia helped alleviate
sands of people betension . RM Photo.
came refugees and the
killing continued.

-
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A world in crisis

Dealing a direct blow to the Hawaiian
Islands, Hurricane lniki was the most
powerful storm to hit the islands this
century. RM Photo.

Skirting the issue? Unemployment
was a major issue during the presidential elections. When Bush took office in
'88, the unemployment rate was 5.2
percent. On election day, the rate had
risen to over 7 percent.These figures .
indicate that 9.7 million were out of
work. RM Photo.

Layout & design by
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The use of
editorial
cartoons in
newspapers
became
prevailent in
the 1800s.
The featured
cartoons
graced the
editorial
pages of The

JANUARY 1'1C\'3: BUSH REALLY DOES BECOME THE
ENVIRONMENTAL PRESIDENT
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Predicting the future is an
uncertain, sometimes hazardous undertaking. If it were
easy, most of us would be
spending more time at the
racetrack.
About the best we can do is
take a look at where we are,
where we need to be, where
we would like to be - and our
prospects of getting there.
At Marshall University, we
have determined we are West
Virginia's interactive university
- that we're ready to roll up
our sleeves and work directly
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with the people of our region
to improve our society, our
economy, the quality of lives.
As an interactive university,
we are focusing on several
areas which have been identified as essential to the progress
of our region: Science and
technology, quality undergraduate liberal arts education,
rural health care, schools and
schooling, the arts and humanities and economic development.
It isn't news anymore that
our economy is changing dra-

matically. Like it or not, we're
becoming part of a global
economy - and we're moving
rapidly from an industrial
economy to an information/
communication economy.
Science and technology are
the driving forces behind these
changes - and science and
technology are fields which
must be increasingly emphasized at Marshall University.
Fortunately, we find ourselves in a good position.
Over the past few years, $24
million has been invested to
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renovate and expand the Science Building. The result is an
outstanding facility and a faculty with renewed enthusiasm
to look beyond where we are
today to where we might be
tomorrow. Perhaps coincidentally , enrollment in the College
of Science increased a dramatic
19 percent in the fall of 1992.
We have the Robert C. Byrd
Institute for Advanced Flexible
Manufacturing in place as part
of a thriving Research and
Economic Development Center
in a downtown building acquired specifically to house
those programs .
Developed with some $1 2
million in federal and private
grants, the Byrd Institute is
equipped with modern devices
linking computers and robotics
to put it on the cutting edge of
industrial technology.
Even our former community
College is playing an expanded
role as the Community and
Technical College , preparing
students for jobs of the future
which will emerge from such
facilities as the Byrd Institute
and a new automotive technology program which holds great
promise as our vehicles become increasingly complicated.
One of the most important
developments is Marshall ' s first

stand-alone Ph.D. program ,
offering a doctorate in biomedical science. This is a
growing field of ever-increasing importance - one that will
provide a significant number of
the better-paying jobs of the
future .
Rural health care is another
initiative for the future and
again , Marshall's School of
Medicine is in the forefront.

Our emphasis from the outset
has been on primary care medicine and the health care needs
of our largely rural state. That
emphasis meshes well with the
health care objectives set forth
by the governor and the Legislature and even the West Virginia School of Medicine has
join with us to improve rural
health care delivery in West
Virginia.
We have included schools
and schooling as an area of
emphasis at Marshall University
for a couple of reasons. First,
of course, Marshall has a long
and distinguished tradition in
the field of teacher education.
But more important, is the fact
the United States is lagging
behind in education; we have
to find new and better ways to
teach our children and we need
to reexamine and revise curricula if we are going to prepare coming generations to
prosper in a global economy.
That's a challenge we at
Marshall University need to
face. In fact, I hope we can
assume a position of leadership
in developing the education
systems and methods of the
future.
At the same time, we cannot
forsake the liberal arts. Out
entire culture is based upon
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and builds upon language,
history, philosophy, religion,
political science and the other
fields we study under the liberal arts umbrella. While we
may have to do some "fine
tuning" from time to time , I
expect the liberal arts to remain at the core of the education students receive at
Marshall.
And finally, there are the fine
and performing arts - the true
showpieces and rewards of our
culture. Music, drama, painting, sculpture, dance and the
other creative skills humans
enjoy bring an element of
delight to our lives which
cannot be matched.
Completion of the first phase
of the Fine and Performing Arts
Center has given us an outstanding showplace in which to
teach, learn, perform and appreciate the arts. It also offers
us an opportunity to extend
and expand Marshall's powerful cultural impact on our re-
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gion.
That impact will become ever
greater as we build upon our
existing programs and work
toward the realization of the
additional facilities we need to
complete the Fine and Performing Arts Center in years ahead.
So what can we expect of
Marshall as we approach the
21st century?
My own vision anticipates a
student body of t 5,000 or
more, a doubling of the
amount of research dollars we
now have , greater involvement
of the private sector in terms of
cooperation and contributions.
I envision a more focused
approach to teaching the liberal
arts, creative developments in
the ways we teach our children
in the public schools, much
greater emphasis on the sciences and technologies which
drive out economy, an even
stronger medical school and
exciting programs in the arts.
Realistically, I believe we will

be offering some course of
study we might not have
dreamed of a few years ago
including environmental science, geotechnical science,
software engineering and integrated manufacturing sciences.
I know some of our faculty
already are looking toward
these possibilities.
The future ranges far, from
the next minute to infinity.
What I have discussed here
essentially is where we are now
and our vision of the near
future. Where it will take us
ultimately cannot be foreseen
with any degree of accuracy.
But one thing is certain our only limitations are our
imaginations and our willingness to work together to make
our hopes and dreams come
true.
]. Wade Gilley
Photographs cqurtesy of, '~ebra
Bell uom irii, advise111; i'i 'Jfh
Parthenon.

I hope we can assume a position of leadership in developing the education systems
and methods of the future.
Dr. J. Wade Gilley
university president
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More than 300 area residents
and Marshall University students
celebrated the birthday of civil
rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. on January 18, by taking
part in a mile march through
downtown Huntington.
This was the ninth annual King
celebration in which the city of
Huntington and Marshall University joined to sponsor the event.
The temperature dipped near 30
degrees as marchers gathered at
the Ebenezer United Methodist
Church to hear Arley Johnson,
Huntington city councilman, recite
King 's "I Have a Dream " speech .
Participants sang songs such as
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic"
and "We Shall Overcome" as they
marched past the university to the
Fifth Avenue Baptist Church , the
Reverend R.F. Smith Jr. talked about how far civil rights have advanced , but that there is still work
to be done.
The key address as the commemorative program was delivered by Que Stephens, executive director of West Virginia
Human Rights Commission. He
said, "Martin brought a stirring
message to a divided people. His
words are as significant today as

Students and community members marched January l 8 to
celebrate the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
they were years ago."
At the reception following the
church program , participants were
treated to pieces of a four foot by
3 foot cake created by Marshall
graphic design major Kevin Perrine, Gassaway senior.
Perrine airbrushed a portrait of
Dr. King in the center of the cake.
Beside the portrait he stenciled
King's words, "until justice rolls
down like waters and righteousness like a mighty stream ."
Tonya Ball , Canaan Valley
sophomore, said , "It was nice to
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see so many people coming
together for something as important as harmony among all people."
After the celebration was over,
president of Marshall 's Black United Students organization Joseph
Davis said , "I was happy to be a
part of this celebration to honor
Dr. King. His attitude represents
something we should all stand for,
equality, love for mankind and
brotherhood ."
Copy by Joseph K. Piek

" Celebrating Dr.
Martin Luther
King Jr.'s Birthday
saddens me. I
think and hope
that we won't
have to be marching and singing
wften my great
grandchildren get
older. "
-Huntington resident
Gladys Thomas

"Until Justice rolls down
like waters •••• " Along with Dr.
King's picture, these words
were airbrushed by Kevin
Perrine, Gassaway senior,
onto a cake for the reception
following the church
program honoring Dr. King.

Even children braved the
30 degree temperature to
join in the march celebrating
the memory of civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.
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From the editor:
To represent the year's events accurately, a yearbook
must include both the good and the bad. This year has
represented much of both on local, national and international
levels.
On the local level, students witnessed The Parthenon's
battle with those who oppose publishing the names of rape
victims. In a different light, students caught the thunder when
The Herd won the championship football game - the fever
lasted throughout the Christmas holidays.
On the national level, the country watched a changing of
the guard as the first Democratic president in 12 years took
office. We were also witness to the Koresh stand-off in Waco,
Texas. During the year, we also were bombarded with news
of violent abortion protests. The year will most notably be
remembered for the 'snowstorm of the century' that ruined
spring break by dumping 20-35" of snow across West Virginia
and most of the east and south .
Internationally, students watched as the conflicts between
Russian President Boris Yeltsin and the Russian Congress
continued to stew. We watched wars begin in Bosnia and
prayed that President Clinton would make good on campaign
promises by not sending troops over. Americans also felt
sympathy and sent aid to those starving in Somalia.
Back on campus, the Fine and Performing Arts Center was
completed in time for the fall semester. Perhaps next year we
will have a parking surplus as well.
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thoughts
"/ lfeed d mirt1ele tVll'lf ddlf" tire
lJedd.
James Brown is dead and
Elvis lives at Go-Mart, but
Jim Morrison is a Tike at MU.
It ain't over 'til it's over and thank God it's over!
(Yogi Bera as Chief Justice
editor)

Take time to smeti"the
roses - don't run
through life at marathon speed; just kinda
stroll through it and
enjoy.
Authority figures aren't as
bad as they are made out to
be. If they were to walk
around campus and speak
with students, perhaps our
fears would disappear.

Editor's thanks:
On a personal note , I would like to thank
everyone who contribute time to 'doing this
book .' Aside from staffers , I would like to thank
Mike Friel , Takaaki lwabu , Bill Gardner, Debra
Belluomini , Rebecca Johnson , Christi Gipson ,
and Taz .
I also want to thank Mary Lewis for being
there as only a former yearbook editor could drinks , anyone?
Also , I want to thank my professors who
understood what I was going through and turned
a blind eye after I had pulled all-nighters and
was stressed out .
Oh , and by the way, did you know that there is
a Kansas City , Kansas?
Peace .

"This is the end , my only friend, the end" The End, by The Doors
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